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Raphael
Francis M. MuELLER, 712.

UT a cursory survey of the history of fine arts is necessary to
convince even the ordinary mind that the period of the
Renaissance stands forth preéminently as the period_of perfec-

tion in art—a perfection such as had never been attained since
the dawn of Christianity, nor has ever been duplicated even
to our own day—a perfection that found its culmination
in es Tuscan or Florentine schoo] whose master minds were Michael
Angelo, the “master of live stone,” and Raphael, whose very name epitomizes all that is finest and loveliest in art. Though both of these masters
were contemporaneous, their Jives and characters are almost dramatically
opposed, and the works of each are so permeated by their own individuality

that there is scarcely a single mark common to their works.
It was on April 6, 1483, in a sequestered valley, that Raffaello Sanzio
first beheld the light of day. His father, Giovanni Sanzio, was an Umbrian

painter and poet, and a favorite at the court of the Montefelto princes.

Of

the boyhood of Raphael little is known save that his mother died whe he
was but eight vears of age, followed three years later by Giovanni, his

father.
Fortunately the gloom that had settled about the orphaned Raphael
was soon dissipated by an uncle who had taken him in charge, and on
perceiving the growing genius of his protege, provided for its development.

Raphael’s early artistic training is attributed to Timoteo Viti, whose gentle
feeling and naive grace is evidentin the earliest works of his pupil.
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At-seventeen, we find Raphael in Perugia, apprenticed to Perugino, then

at the zenith of his career. The great master found his pupil of a singularly receptive nature, and consequently experienced no difficulty in cultivating his youthful talent for drawing and personal charm. So rapid did
our young genius acquire the intricacies of painting, that in a very short
time the strokes of his brush could be clearly be distinguished in the larger

paintings of his master, and his advancing genius can be traced in the
succeeding pictures that came from his brush.
The tutelage under Perugino found the first period of Raphael’s career,
and though he seemd to shrink from starting out into untrodden paths,

nevertheless his reproductions from his master exhibit a combination of
formative and inventive powers never attained by Perugino himself, so

that at the close of this period Raphael’s works were already characterized
by their luminous coloring and an intense feeling for spiritual beauty,

qualities which henceforth dominated all his works of art.
Raphael next turned to Florence. This grand old city with its masterpieces of art, made a deep impression on the pliant mind of Raphael. Now
we find him as a student, drinking in every detail of the magnificent
frescoes, the bold reliefs, and the majestic statues, sketching them with

closest attention and indefatigable ardor, now taking the lead in the discussions over the celebrated cartoons of the rivals, Leonardo da Vinci and
Michael Angelo.
.

It was by the study of these two masters that Raphael gained a consummate knowledge of anatomy and perspective, and the painting of the young
master showed a marked advance in coloring and purity of outline, so much
so, that in a short time he excelled Da Vinci and rivaled Michael Angelo.
Such, however, was the influence of Michael Angelo, that for a short time,

in a later period it seemed likely to check, at a critical moment, the full

development of Raphael’s own peculiar style, but fortunately the temptation
to imitate the great elder master was short-lived. Fra Bartollenimo, the
artist-monk, likewise exerted a wide influence upon the rapidly developing
genius of the young artist. Yet with all the outside influence we find
Raphael more and more injecting his own personality into his works, giving
them a fuller and freer expression.
It was in this Florentine period Raphael began that long series of
Madonnas, characterized by their ideal. beauty and human tenderness.
Ranking first among his famous Florentine Virgins are the “Madonna

del Cordellino” or “Virgin of the Gold-finch,” a work glowing with the
master’s genius, and still regarded as a precious heirloom of the world of
art, the “Madonna in the Meadow” and the exquisite Madonna known as
“Ya Belle Jardiniere.” In the latter the Mother’s face is full of indescrib-

able beauty, exhibiting an intense and vivid realization of the highest ideals
of motherhood.
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In these, as well as in all his paintings of the Blessed Virgin, Raphael
exhibits a wonderful grasp of the beauty of character, making her shine forth

from the canvas as a living reality.

This is especially true of his “Holy

Trinity under the Palm Tree,” so much so, that Dr. Springer, a noted authority, exclaimed, the “Virgin has become flesh.”

The last notable and crowning work of his Florentine period was the
«Entombment,” compared to which, all his preceding works sink into insig-

nificance. It is a “composition instinct in every line with reverent feeling,
with a power of expression and beauty of form such as had never before
been gathered up in one design by its gifted author. Passavant, one of his
best biographers characterizes it as “full of living fire.” It is a living
proof of the master to which he had attained, and a vivid representation of
human action and feeling.
Raphael, now in his twenty-fifth year, longed for a wider sphere wherein

the powers of his brush and brain could be exercised on a larger scale.
This desire was not long in its realization. A call to Rome, the capital
of the art-world, opened to him a wider field of endeavor, and marked the
beginning of his Roman period, replete with masterpieces from his brush.

Here we find him so captivating the Sovereign Pontiff by his genius in
the decoration of the Vatican Stanza or room, that the Pope immediately
dismissed the other artists and had their work effaced.

Raphael, however,

in his generous regard for the accomplishments of his fellow-artists saved

what he could of their paintings.

The Stanza della Segnatura or chamber

where the Pope affixed his seal to official documents, was the scene of

Raphael’s first efforts for the Pope.

On the ceiling he represented the

allegorical figures of Theology, Philosophy, Poetry, and Jurisprudence.
The side walls represent a wonderful series of designs which contain a

depth of spiritual meaning, unsurpassed except by the “Last Judgment”
of Michael Angelo. On the side walls dominating the hundreds of minor
details, are the “Disputa” or “Glorification of the Blessed Sacrament.” For
grandeur and diversity of the subjects treated, for harmony of the whole
and nobility of figures, for warmth and vigor of coloring, this design is

surpassed by none save the “School of Athens.” In the latter painting,
Raphael fairly outdid himself by combining originality of conception with
a complete mastery of all the fundamental elements of painting.

Though these paintings are masterpieces in themselves, yet Raphael had
not vet attained the climax of his artistic development, for his later works
are characterized “by even loftier flights of imagination, richer diversity
and more translucent purity.of form.” This is especially evident in the
frescoes of the Stanza d’Eliodora, now world-famous because of Raphael’s
masterly productions. The “Driving of Heliodorus from the Temple of
Jerusalem,” the first of the series, is filled with dramatic grandeur and

interest, and is characterized by its strength and warmth of coloring.

In

this, as well as in many other paintings from his brush, the figures assume
the form of prominent ecclesiastics and friends of Raphael’s own time.
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For beauty and ease of composition as well as for truth of individuality
and glowing splendor no work of Raphael’s surpasses the “Miracle of

Bolsena,” which represents a story of the Thirteenth Century, of a priest
who doubted that transubstantiation could take place at the words of a mere
mortal, and how while one day celebrating Mass he suddenly beheld blood
miraculously flow from the consecrated Host.

One writer says that even

the non-Catholic spectator is carried away by the surprising facility with
which the characters are rendered and the wonderful reality of the scene.

The third of the series, represents three distinct scenes from the “Deliverance of St. Peter.” Raphael here exhibits a wonderful skill in depicting
the celestial radiance of God’s angel] standing behind the dark prison bars,
bidding the Prince of the Apostles to rise: then the wonderful flood of
heavenly light that bursts upon the scene as the angelic messenger and St.
Peter emerge from the prison cell; and lastly the awakening of the sleeping

guards in the dark gloom of night, faintly illuminated by the partly overclouded crescent of the moon.
The fourth and last of the series of Raphael’s frescoes depicts the “Discomfiture of the Hordes of Attila by Leo X.” For dramatic grandeur
of style, beauty of coloring and correctness of drawing this picture has no

rival.
It may be well to mention at this point that the paintings heretofore mentioned are not the sum total of all of Raphael’s works, but may be regarded

as representing the best productions of the various stages of his career,
and showing to us his rapidly advancing style.

Many pictures of saints

and of historical subjects found form under his prolific brush, which, in
their artistic value are equal to his repreesntative works.

As a portrait painter, Raphael is ranked among the best, and his easel
pictures are characterized by their wonderful life-likeness and vivid reality.

In their grandeur of style and execution, and in their truth of coloring,
they are no less admirable than his larger works, and they show the same
rapid growth of freedom and the same emancipation from the traditions
of the preceding century. The Madonnas of later years, likewise, exhibit

the same matured style and love of spiritual beauty that characterized
his earlier productions, the most famous of which are the “Madonna della
Sedia,” and the “Madonna di San Sisto.”

In architectural work, Raphael is not altogether unknown, for at the age
of thirty-one, upon the death of Bramante, he was made chief architect of
St. Peter’s. Little, however, came of this commission, due to lack of funds.
Nevertheless, his designs, as seen in many of the palaces, in and about Rome,

are remarkable for their massive grandeur, beauty of form, and truth of
proportion.
In the latter part of his career, Raphael was called upon to design cartoons

for tapestries for the Sistine Chapel to supplement the work of the ceiling,
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executed some time previously by his great rival, Michael Ange.o. Well
' did our ‘young artist accomplish his task, for his masterly produ::tions are
in no way inferrior to the design on the ceilings.

The paintings of the last years of Raphael’s life, were, with but few
exceptions, executed by his pupils. Though he possessed the ability to
infuse into his pupils his own personality, yet the paintings from their
brushes lacked that indefinable something that made Raphael so different
from all others. In consequence, complaints of his deterioration reached
his ear.

Hereupon, Raphael resolved to paint without assistance, a picture

worthy of his name and in vindication of his abilities. As a result of this
resolve we have his “Transfiguration,” admirable for its exquisite beauty
of execution and coloring and the wonderful suggestiveness of the whole. In

celestial beauty none can be compared with it, excepting perhaps the “Madonna di San Sisto.” Fate, however, did not permit its completion.
Weighed down by the numerous commissions which he knew he could

not fulfill, tantalized by the demands of his impatient patrons, and wearied
by the manifold cares in superintending the various decorations of St.
Peter’s, Raphael began to decline in health. Yet he worked on with unceas-

ing ardor, intensified, perhaps, by a seeming premonition of his approaching
end. He had completed but the upper portion of his crowning work, when
fever struck him down. He sank rapidly, and on Good Friday, April 6,
1520, in the prime of his manhood, Raphael, the greatest of the world’s

painters was called to the Great Beyond, there to face his Eternal Master,
of Whom his “Transfiguration” was but a faint conception.
A brief retrospection reveals to us a history of Raphael that is little
more than a magnificent eulogy and a boundless laudation of the “divine
artist, records of his art development.’”’ Of the man, his trials and triumphs,
his joys and sorrows, his hopes and disappointments, nothing in the least

is said.
Of his childhood we can say nothing more than that he inherited from

life.

Though his biographers mention nothing of it, yet we may imagine

the youthful Raphael in the studio of his father amusing himself with the
bright colors, sketching animals and the hundreds of other things that enter
into‘a boy’s mind, often standing beside the canvas of his father, learning
the first rudiments of that art, of which he is the foremost exponent.

Of his character and appearance, we have no other description save that
from a painting of himself made in his early Florentine days. ‘His long
and luxuriant chestnut hair falls in curls upon his well-shaped neck; his

face is pale, his nose thin and slightly bent, his chin round and rather
long. His brown eyes look at the spectator with the gentle melancholy
of a noble nature, and the expression of his finely-cut mouth is most fasci-

nating.” In the earlier part of his Roman period, Raphael painted another
picture of himself which gives us an opportunity to note the change in ap-
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pearance since his early Florentine days. “‘His face, formerly so melancholy,
has more character, more vigor, more enthusiasm.

He has still the noble

sadness inseparable from genius, but through it shines a consciousness of a
great purpose. He looks at us with a sweet and penetrating gaze which
seems to take us into his confidence and to invite our own, and in his firmly
closed lips we read an assurance that that confidence, could we give it,
would be sacred.”
In Raphael, however, we have not the towering and luminating soul of

Michael Angelo, but in its stead a singular docility in accepting the impressions successfully brought to bear upon him, an unbounded respect for
nature, an innate sense of beauty, passionate industry, an almost unequaled
power of grasping and mastering his subject, and his eager, all-enduring

energy all too soon, undermined his health.
As an artist, “his career had been one of unbroken progress. From the
dawn of his marvelous youth he had gone on from strength to strength,
gaining new knewledge and mastering new problems, but through all
retaining his own individuality.” His works are remarkable for their

splendid technical qualities, for their glory of color and atmosphere, and
for their fervent religious feeling. The idyllic grace and dramatic power,
the unfailing beauty of the lines of action and grouping of figures, alike
fascinate and delight. His works are a universal language, for, in gazing
upon his creations, we must acknowledge that they are part and parcel
of our own experience.
How true this is we can judge from the grief and sorrow that rent the
bosoms of his friends and admirers, both high and low, as they beheld their
“divine Raphael” lying in state at the foot of his unfinished “Transfigura-

tion,” and the many prayers that went up to the glorified Savior of Mount
Tabor, beseeching mercy for him whose genius has left so many paintings

for our own inspiration and devotion.
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The Diamond

EUGENE C. GerLAcH, 712.
HE wondrous beauties of nature which charm and enchant the

minds of men, the beautiful visions of glory which the dying
sun reflects upon the darkening sky, the silent retreats which
FES

summer conceals in the verdancy of forest, all are but of a
short life and fade into nothingness before the approaching
season. These splendors and beauties which nature tenderly

cherishes from the tiny bud to the stately flower, which she fondly raises
in the happy springtime, and carefully guards from summer heat, are

destroyed or hurled to death by the hoar-frost of oncoming winter. While
many of Nature’s beauties are of phantom-like lives, there are others
which afford joy and pleasure to numerous generations, which only the
fires of the last day shall destroy, and among these varieties can we

recognize “precious stones.”

|

The pearl shall always retain the beauty of the mist-bead of early morning, the emerald shall glitter and gleam for almost endless time, and the
fires of the ruby shall éver grow brighter. The king of them all sparkles
and flashes in lustrous splendor, darting blue here and hurling red there,

blending colors, and all uniting to proclaim the wondrous beauty of the
diamond.
This beautiful gem, which every one covets, which is treasured so highly,

is buried deep in the history of ancient times.

The early history of the

diamond dates back for four thousand years and more, but this jewel, as

we know it to-day, has existed for only the past fifty or seventy-five years.
The inhabitants of India first discovered the diamond in the beds of rivers
and shallow streams, and even in this rough and irregular state they realized

its great beauty and its possible value. The Jews had knowledge of the
stone, for they embellished the magnificence of the high-priest’s breast-plate

with its radiance, and they even inserted its name into the Scriptures.
Pliny speaks of the “adamant stone,” and ranks it fourth among precious

gems.
Following up the history of the diamond we discover that its advent into
Europe took place in 327 B. C., after the invasion of India by Alexander
the Great. It was then introduced into Rome, and from that time on it
continued to increase in popularity, and consequently its demand became
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greater and with this came its advancement in value. The princes of India
rubbed the stones together and thus partially cut and polished them,
and it was in this state that they were so treasured until a century or
two ago.
It was the discovery of this valuable gem which raised India to one of the
foremost trading countries of the world. Stones of the fabulous value
spread throughout Europe, and caravan after caravan brought the “fortyniners” of the fourteenth and fifteenth century into India. When com‘merce increased it was impossible to handle it all over ground in the slow

camel fashion, so ships were called upon, and thus it was that Columbus,
whilst headed toward India, discovered America.
Now, having received a very brief history of the ancient diamond, let
us consider it from its modern point of view, dealing with its mining,

cutting, and polishing. First of all, it is well to know whence the diamond
comes. India has always been looked upon as the natural home of the
stone, but for the past half-century, Africa has been the brightest star in
the heavens of diamond producing countries. South America also yields
the stone to some extent, and even in North America the diamond has been

found here and there.

The East Indian Islands produce the richest and

most valuable diamonds, while those of Africa are not so perfect.

Diamonds were casually picked wp by the ancients; they very seldom
mined for them, but simply searched the beds of streams and other graveled
parts of the country. From Van Linschoten we learn something of the
mining in the sixteenth century. He savs: “The diamonds are digged from
several hills near the town of Biswage.” This proves to us that at that

period, the diamond trade was surely not the most flourishing industry
of the east, and was still very primitive and crude. But as the knowledge of
the stone grew, quicker and more modern methods were introduced into
diamond mining; but even, to-day the method followed is not similar to that

of coal or ore mining. Pits are dug about forty or sixty feet deep, and then
the loosened stratta is searched by natives for the precious stones, which
appear only as rough and clumsy rocks.
;

The diamond region of India lies within an elevated triangle, broken
into hills and valleys, and surrounded by the Ghats and Vinidyan Mountains. For centuries this plateau continued to be changed, but everything
else being altered the diamond remained the same. New streams sprung

forth, and so the stones were washed together, and soon this country was
alive with wealth seeking mortals. Among the foremost mines of India
are the Panna mines in the central part of the country, the Golconda mines,

a little farther south, and those of the Cuddapah and Bellary districts.
Diamonds wer first discovered in Brazil in 1725,, while the sands were

being washed for gold. This discovery was made in the district of Serra de
Frio, about three hundred miles north of the Rio de Janeiro and twe
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Like India this district

is in a rough plateau about four thousand feet above sea level. The real
diamond trade started in Brazil about 1840, after the country was an independent State. The method of working the fields was about the same as
is used now. Slaves washed the cascalho and picked out the gems, all the
while within the reach of the master’s lash.
In later years, diamonds were discovered in other parts of Brazil,
and the mining industry became more extensive, and numerous companies
and syndicates were organized. Soon the whole trade was in their hands,

and vearly the prices were advanced.

Among the most noted mines of

Brazil are those of the Cannavieras district, the Bahia fields, the Minas
Geraes mines, and the Paragnassu district.

As it is difficult to write the history of any of the world’s affairs, on
account of the obscurity of the beginning, so is it also difficult to discover
the real beginning of the history of the diamond. The discovery of the
diamond in Africa is buried in myth and legend, but we know that the
world’s attention was turned toward the African diamond fields in about
1867.

Again, we notice that the mines are situated in a large plateau, in

a country almost barren. The first diamonds were secured from what is
now the Orange Free State and the sourrounding country in Cape Colony.
In 1870, future diamond merchants sailed for Africa, and thus diamond
mining was launched. The soil at once yielded its coveted treasure in
great quantity, and so rapid was the progress of the syndicate, that in 1871,
five thousand miners were scattered along the Vaal, Modder, and Orange
rivers. The mines were simply pits or trenches dug along side of the
streams, and from the soil was extracted the diamond.
Thefts were
frequent, especially by the natives, and so it was, with only the greatest
difficulty, that order was maintained. As in Brazil and India, Africa
—
advanced in its methods of mining, but still the pick and shovel are the
most important “machines” employed. Inventors have given us automatic

washers and polishers, but the good diamond is still the product of the
hand.
Of all the mines in the world those of South Africa are the most
celebrated, and the special famous one are the Kimberley and De Beers
mines. It was within these mines that all processes of mining were

experimented with, but the most successful was found to be that of digging,
and then washing the loosened strata or supposed diamonds in large washing
machines imported from America.

Prices continued to increase until in

1885, when English provisions could be had for less money than the pro-

visions imported from America. The railroads from Cape Town and Port
Elizabeth, were a great help to the newly organized companies, and ever
since their introduction, diamond mining has been booming.

At present there are eight very important mines in South Africa, besides
the numerous small ones operated by private companies and corporations.
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The principal mine is the Dutoitspan.

This mine is one of the deepest

mines in Africa, it being estimated that cuts have been made from four
hundred to five hundred feet deep, and the quality of the diamonds have

improved with the depth.
carats perannum.

The output varies from 500,000 to 700,000

‘The next important mine is the Bultfontein, which was

~ discovered in 1869, but was not worked with the same energy as surrounding mines. ‘These diamonds are usually small and average about 600,000
carats yearly. The Kimberley mine, situated at Kimberley in the Orange

River Colony, is the most important mine of to-day. “It is a true volcanic chimney and the contents carry diamonds throughout.” It covers
an area of about twenty-two acres. The main shaft was sunk to the depth
of 2,520 feet in 1907, and from there are extracted some very precious
jewels. The De Beers mine,- about a mile from Kimberley is also an
important mine and produces famous stones. The Jajersfonteiri, the
Wesselton, the Premier Diamond: mine, and the Roberts-Victor mine com-

prise the other four of the eight important mines.
The rough diamond is shipped from Africa to Holland, and other parts
of Europe and America where it is cut and polished and made ready for

the market. The “cutting” of a diamond consists in the preparation of the
stone for the wheel,-and takes the place of old-fashioned bruting. One
rough stone is set in a turning wheel and another inastick, the latter is

then held against the one revolving in the wheel, and thus they grind each
other down to a girdle, from which the stones are rounded up to a low
dome for the table side, and a higher dome for the cutlet side.

Some

cutters saw their stones and then round off the sharp edges. The shapes
and cuts of diamonds are always changing, and they must be in style just
as well as the product of the merchant tailor.
The lustre and brilliancy of the diamond are mostly natural, but the
polishing is also an aid to develop them. After the diamond is cut and
polished it is sold to the importer at a net profit of about fifty per cent.

Importers in turn sell them to wholesale dealers at a profit of from eight
to fifteen pr cent. The retailer, who sells in small quantities, will average
about twenty-five per cent. profit. Thus, we can readily see, that aside
from the owners of the mines, the profits to men dealing in diamonds is

rather small.
Aside from its commercial value, the diamond also plays a very important part in literature, and poets use it as the symbol of purity and beauty,

and as the representation of natural loveliness, “there is a compelling
attraction in the fitful flashes that spring from its polished facets.”

Evening
RoBert Gray, ’14.

Slowing descending, the bright colors blending,
CEbening Her charms o'er all #Mature doth throw.

Daplight retreating, the stars thro’ skies peeping,
Languid winds an’rouslp thro’ the trees blow,
Crescent moon gleaming, the gold-grain fields teeming,
Answering to eberp caress of the breese.
Murmuring. waterfalls, soft distant cattlecalls,
Echo far out on the leas.
®D glorious midsummer ebening,

Description thy beauties defy!
Grand work of the Eternal Painter,
Mesion of the Waster on High!
So thus, while J muse in the gloaming.
And gaze at the Headens all bright,
J wonder, if my goul so softly,
Like ebening will blend into night.
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Famous Songs

iy

$B
JOSEPH GRAHAM, 713.

“t had rather than forty shillings I had my Books of Songs and Sonnets
here.’—Falstaff.

“Tf words were given us to counceal our thoughts,” writes S. J. A.

Fitzgerald, “music must have been given us to express them, to turn our

tears to laughter and our laughter to tears, to make our own brief joys long
and our worst sorrows brief.”

For what more thrilling voice is there than

the voice of music? The most popular and the most appreciated music with
all classes is the music of song. Tender words wedded to sympathetic—
music will do more to move the multitude than all the wealth of nations.
And though few seek to know the origin of the songs that please them, the
telling of the tale always interests them. It is true many ballads that have
lived through ages have no tangible history, they are simply the glorious
outcome of the poet’s imagination, or perhaps were born of pain, misery, or
patriotism.
I think it appropriate to begin with “Home Sweet Home,” that song
of all lands. “Home, Sweet Home,” which is so esentially an English song
in sentiment, was written by the American, John Howard Payne. Perhaps,
it would be fitter to describe him as cosmopolitan. He was an actor and
writer of plays, and wrote his world-famed song while in Paris, far from

his home, on a dreary day in October, 1822. The music was composed by an

Englishman named Henry Bishop, and it was sung for the first time in the

opera of “Clari,” on the English stage. Miss Tree’s singing of the touching
melody went straight to the hearts of the audience, and it was not long before
it became popular all over the country. The composer of the melody had
been engaged to edit a volume of National Airs. He could find no Sicilian
Air, so he invented one, using the well known air of “Home, Sweet Home.”
The, deception was afterwards explained by Sir HenryHimself. It is not
saying too much to join our voices with Dr. Charles Mackey—‘“it has done
more than statesmanship to keep alive in the hearts of the people the
virtues that flourish at the fireside, and to recall to its hallowed circle the
wanderers who stray from it.”
“To thee I’ll return, overburdened with care;

The heart’s dearest face will smile on me there,
No more from that cottage again will I roam,
Be it ever so humble there’s no place like home.
Home! home! sweet, sweet home!
There’s no place like home, there’s no place like home.”
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Another popular air whose origin is disputed is “Auld Lang Syne.”
Though it owes its birth to Scotchmen and to Scotland, and ranks fairly as
a lyric of universal sentiment and nationality, contrary to general belief
it was not written by Burns.

He never once claimed the song as his own,

and although it was published with his works we must remember that
over sixty songs are attributed to him which he did not write.

Ina letter

toa friend he encloses some verses of “Auld Lang Syne” and says: “Light
lie the turf on the breast of the heaven inspired poet who composed this
glorious fragment.” He would not say this of his own work, so we have
his own words for our unbelief. It is true, Burns was the first to give it

to the world as we know and sing it to-day.

It was, up to the time of

Elizabeth, purely a folk-song set to different music. In 1793, William
Shield composed an introduction to one of his operettas, “Rosina,” and

the words of “Auld Lang Syne” were afterwards set to it. An early version
is to be found in James Watson’s collection of Scottish songs. Although
many speak of this song, how many know more than the first or second
verses? Or how many would recognize the opening lines of the third
stanza,
“We twa hae run about the braes,
And pu’d the gonans fine;”

as part of that sweet melody which compresses into small and euphonious
measure much of the tender recollections of one’s youth, which even to
middle-aged men seem to be brought from a very distant, but very dear past.

The wild, pulse-stirring, revolutionary song, “Le Chant des Marsellaises,”
which has had so much effect on political and social life in more countries
than France, was originally written by Claude Joseph Rouget de Lisle in
the winter of 1792, while at Strasburg. Rouget is also the composer of the
music. It soon became very popular and many versions appeared almost

immediately after its publication.

Curiously enough, it is still the official

patriotic hymn in France. The most authentic authorities say that Rouget
was a captain of engineers, quartered at Strasburg in 1792. Dietrick, Mayor
of Strasburg, wanted a patriotic song for the Bas Rhin volunteers to sing. |

The engineer captain went home to his lodgings, and on April 24, composed
the song and music. It was a matter of a few months before it got to
Marseilles, and as we know, it was on the lips of those who attacked Paris.

The music of “La Marseillaise” is at once striking and enthralling; the
theme forcible, and the refrain “Aux armes, citoyens!” pathetic and expres-

sive. It thrills with fiery delight, kindles the glowing star of enthusiasm
and the swift rocket of desire. John Oxenford, the mild and dramatic
critic of the Times translated the first stanza, as follows:
“Come children of your
New glory dawns upon
Our tyrants, rushing to
Their crimson standard

country, come,
the world,
their doom,
have unfurled.
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Already on our plains we hear
The murmurs of a savage hoard,

They threaten with the murd’rous sword
Your comrades and your children dear - --Then up, and from your ranks the hireland foe withstand,

March on, march on, his craven blood must fertilize the land.”

Most of the German National songs date from the time during which the

German States were under the heel of the great Napoleon, or the era when
they emancipated themselves; but we find “Die Wacht an Rhine,” which is
not uncommon in the history of literature, written by Max Schneckenburger
in 1840. It was selected from a great number to be the war song in 1870.
It had a great rival in a song something similar, but the martial “Watch”

became the universal favorite when the aged King of Prussia rode forth to
meet and vanquish the French, and Prussia became the head of a United

Kingdom. The music was composed
by Carl Wilhelm in 1854. It was first
sung with united chorus at Crefeld, June 11, 1854. It is said that its composer was a thorough Bohemian, and wrote some of his best compositions on
lager beer tables amid fumes of tobacco smoke. ‘There are numberless
English versions of this song, for it was exceptionally popular in England
during the seventies. The translation of Lady Natalie Mac Farren is considered superior to any, the following extract being the opening stanza:
“Like gathering thunder spreads a cry,

Like clash of arms when battle’s nigh,
The Rhine! there’s danger to the Rhine!
Who’ll shield it from the foe’s design?

Dear Fatherland, no fear be thine,
Steadfast and true, we guard the German Rhine.”

Up to the present, America, apart from the fact she has produced no great
composers, has not succeeded in inventing any national anthem worthy of
her power and eminence. As yet the “Star Spangled Banner,” “Columbia
the Gem of the Ocean,” “Hail Columbia,” and “America” have appeared as

national productions.

The eccentric “Yankee Doodle” seems to be more

universal than any purely American pieces, and that is not American at all.
The word yankee is supposed to be an Indian corruption for the word
English—Yengles, Yangles, Yanklees, and finally Yankee. In New England

it was used as a cant word for excellence. The real origin of the air is
enveloped in obscurity. It was our national anthem in colonial days and is
supposed to have been used to satirize the British troops.

There is a story

about the royal party calling Cromwell, Macaroni, and this fits very well to
the words:
“Yankee Doodle came to town,
On a little pony,

He stuck a feather in his cap,
And called it Macaroni.”

Dr. Shuckburgh, a surgeon in the French and Indian Wars is said to

have written it, and the air to be based on “Kitty Fisher’s Jig,” though
this is but a vague conjecture.

;
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In contrast to “Yankee Doodle,’ we all know the story concerning the
origin of the “Star Spangled Banner;” how in the war of 1812, during

an attack on Fort McHenry, Francis Key went on board the British fleet
under a flag of truce to secure the release of a friend, and was unable to

return until the day following the attack. He was thus a spectator of
the midnight siege. In the morning, seeing the flag still floating over the
ramparts, the words almost involuntarily took form in his mind. He committed the words to paper and all in camp were electrified by their eloquence.

Ferdinand Durang hunted some old flute music which he had in his trunk
and whistled tune after tune until “Anacreon in Heaven” struck his fancy.
He fitted the words to the music and thus gave us the song composed under
such romatic and inspiring influence.
“Tis the Star spangled Banner!

Oh long may it wave

O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave”

The Irish chroniclers have not been as industrious as those of other

nations, so a rich story of legendary, historical, political, pathetic, and
humorous ballads and lyrics have never been properly investigated, and
their history is lost forever. We find our poet personifying a very old harp
and asking it what has become of its former lustre? It replies that it had
helonged to a kine of Ireland and was present at many a royal banquet.
Its sayings give us “The Harp That Once Through Tara’s Halls.” Ireland’s
patron saint has naturally been the subject of many excellent songs. “St.
Patrick’s Day” is said to have been written by a gentleman named Wood,
who adopted the nom de plume of “Lanner de Waltram.” “St. Patrick
Was a Gentleman,” is a very quaint, anonvmous production of which very

little is known.

“The Wearing of the Green,” that wonderful street song

which almost caused “a question for Parliament,” when the Earl of Beacon-

field was premier, was introduced by Dion Boucicault in the late seventies.
‘here are countles versions of the lay (a good one being by Henry Gratton
Curran), but the most popular is that by Dion Boucicault. The earliest
version extant shows that it was written when France, and not America, was

the desperate hope of the peasant. The great Irish song “Kathleen Mavoureen” was composed by Mrs. Julia Crawford, a true daughter of Erin, being
born in County Cavan.

F. M. Crouch, an Englishman, set the words to

music. ‘The melody came to him as an inspiration one day as he was
riding along the historic banks of the Tamar. Soon after he sang it at
Plymouth, and for more than half a century it continued to find a place in
concert programmes. A graceful tribute to the song was written by our
American poet, J. Whitcomb Riley. “Katty Avourneen” another favorite

song, though of a more frolicsome turn, was composed by the same author.
“The Last Rose of Summer” was written by Sir Thomas Moore, to an air,
altered from “Graves of Blarney.’ The former song was introduced into
the old-fashioned opera, “Martha.” Berlioz, the French composer, said:
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“The beauty of the Irish melody served to disinfect the rottenness of the
Martha music.” “Shandon Bells” was written by Rev. Francis Sylvester
Mahoney, who used the nom de plume of “Father Prout.” “Shandon Bells”
and their noble church tower, 120 feet high, were far famed along the
banks. of the river Lee. The opening lines of the song are still to be read
on the wall of an Irish college in Rome. “Father Prout” scratched them
on the wall at the head of his bed as the bells of Rome chimed out, making

him homesick for the melodious peals of the “Shandon Bells.”
“T’ve heard bells chiming,

Full many a chime in,
Toiling sublime in

Cathedral shrine;
While at a glibe rate
Brass tongues would vibrate,

But all their music
Spoke naught like thine.”

The National song “Rule Brittannia” was written by Thomson for the

masque of “Alfred,” performed in honor of the birthday of the Princess of
Brunswick, and in commemoration of the accession of George I. The once
popular “Where Are You Going My Pretty Maid,” is seldom found in song

books now. The history and origin of the words are enveloped in a maize
of uncertainty, though variations by the dozen have appeared from time
to time. In “Mother Goose’s Nursery Rhymes” there is a version slightly
different from what has been generally accepted as the original. “Mother

Goose” was a native of Boston, and the authoress of many quaint nursery
rhymes.

Her maiden name was Elizabeth Foster.

Goose, hence the name.

She married Isaac

One version of this song runs:

“Where are you going my pretty maid?” said he;
“With your pretty white face and your yellow hair?
I’m going to the well, sweet sir,’ said she;
“For strawberry leaves make maidens fair.”

The wealth of melody that has had its birth in Wales would come as a
surprise upon those who have never explored its bardic mines. “March of
the Men of Harlech.” recalls a march which was popular in public schools.
This dates from 1468, and was composed by the minstrels of North Wales.
It commemorates the march of a powerful amry. under William Herbert,
Earl of Pembroke, to the siege of Harlech Castle, which was at length forced
to capitulate.

We must be thankful to Scott and Burns for preserving many old Scottish
songs in new dress, for their first clothing was very scanty and often indecent.
One of these is “John Anderson my Jo,” a provokingly coarse song adopted

to a fine church melody. Burns has immortalized this lyric. -One of its
predecessors dates from 1560. A clean imitation is found in “Jean
Anderson,” written by J. Mackey.

The original lyric of “Annie Laurie”

was written by William Douglas of Finland to Annie Laurie, daughter of
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Sir Robert Laurie. He was violently in love with Sir Robert’s daughter,
but did not marry her. It has been moderinized by an unknown hand,
probably R. Findlater, while the present melody was written by Lady John
Scott.
The “Blue Bells of Scotland” is ascribed to Mrs. Grant of Laggan, while
Chappel describes it as an “old English border song,” the tune being composed by Mrs. Jordan about 1780. Chappel’s version is the most familiar
to the majority of people. A new version of the words in the Scottish
dialect by Miss Sterling Graham is given, but they are not so smooth or
appropriate as Mrs. Grant’s.
The tune of Burns’ “Highland Mary” was orinigally known as “Lady
Katherine Agh, A New Dance.” In all probability it was popular with the

people before it appeared as a “Scottish Tune,” and from evidence seems
to be chiefly Scottish in construction. It is generally accepted that the
lively air of “Duncan Gray” was composed by a man of that name. It was
taken down by some musicians from his whistling it a few times. The words

were written by Burns in 1792. “Coming Thro’ The Rye,” according to
Chappel, was first sung in 1795, when it was called “If a Body Meet a Body
Going To The Fair.” Some contend that Rye means a streamlet of that
name, but it has ben proven otherwise. The author is said to be anonymous,
but the song was altered by Burns.
It is very old, and that is about

all that can be safely said of it.
The author of the English national anthem “God Save the Queen,” is
said to be Henry Carey, but this is very uncertain and will probably never be
proved. It was written some time between 1736 and 1740. Many different
versions havé been written from time to time, and many by celebrated com-

posers.

It has also been changed to “God Save the King.”

edition was written by Longfellow.

The best

Beethoven was a great admirer of this

British tune and introduced it into his “Battle Symphony.”

Canon

Harford wrote an “Imperial version of the National Anthem for the whole
British Empire.”
It would be impossible to pass in review here, all the songs which have won
their way into the hearts of the people. So I will stay my pen, trusting
that those who do not find their favorite song here, being interested, will

seek out its history each for himself.

=" My Field of Golden Flowers
FrED Sturm, ’14.

Far off against the solemn skp,
Black lie the city’s towers;
Before me custles dim and orp
Wy field of golden flowers.
so
Dark lies the land in twilight sad,
SSF (Mo birds sing “midst mp flowers.
Wibere is the sunshine that once clad

Chose far-off pismal towers?
§
Che aistant city tings its bells,

FB

A veath-knell ig their chime.
2
Dihateful bells pe ring farewells
Co mp flowr’s short-libed prime.
Black lies the land in darkness cold; -

Fled are the busy hours;
Che city sleeps and shadows fold
Around mp field of flowers.
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Emit Epmonpson, 714.
E are all restless about our: millionaires, to-day, for they

are all amateurs in the art of living with their money in
this problematic age of ours.
We are toid they are the tall chimneys of the world;
that in this world of thought and din and smoke, great

fortunes are the draughts that glow society through, the
draughts on the creative forces and energies of men. New machines and
inventions are making millionaires at a mushroom growth over night.
A new industrial world will come to us when the man who can be original
with his mind invents something that the world will want. The millionaire
who can be original with his money, and who will buy the invention and
become a monopolist with it will be the inspired millionaire.
One will
be enough. He will run this monopoly not as his competitors wish, but
in behalf of the laborer, the public, and himself, so that everybody can see

that it would be an international disaster for him to give it up.

The coming of one inspired millionaire is the next great thing that is

bound to happen in this world. This one will be enough, for he will
make the other millionaires unhappy. They will watch him really living

with his money, doing big interesting things with it, because he likes to
do them without any fine flourishes, but in a plain business-like way.
Our inspired millionaire is going to believe that the only way to keep
ahead in modern manufacturing is to place inventive men in charge of the
machines. The less he allows the men to be like the machines with which
they work, the more they are going to do with that machine which he
already has, and more and better machines will come from the latent

inventive spirit stimulated by our inspired millionaire.
One of the greatest problems with which the inspired millionaire will have

to contend, is how to keep men who work all day at a machine from becoming
a part of the machine itself. If our modern machinery keeps a man stand_ ing ata lever all his days, if he is not permitted to use his mind for anything
but to put his hand from left to right with it for fifteen or twenty years,
why should he be interested in anything—why should he use his mind? He
becomes that part of the machine which runs a lever from left to right,
and if a new machine were invented which required him to put the lever
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from right to left, he would be thrown out of employment. And so it will
become the chief difficulty of the inspired millionaire to find the conditions
of work and the habits of mird that need to be arranged in his factory, so
that men who work with machines will keep thinking of things, and will
rise up from the “machine civilization” of to-day.
There are many things to be considered, and it will require a great deal
of patience and self-restraint to conduct a factory so that men will think
in it. The best method of doing this will be to establish an exchange system
of employment. This system cannot be applied to all the men in the
factory, but to a few who are creative and can master the whole factory by

degrees. The main feature of this plan is that every man who so desires
shall be given a chance to spend part of his working time in doing other
men’s work. This should be done that men who keep young by having
something new before them at different times, will do better work from day
to day as they go back to their own machines. Some of them will secure
unexpected results on the machines that they are merely examining and do
not perfectly understand.

Almost all the inventions which tend to make housework lighter have
come from men who were obliged to do a woman’s work for a time.

A

machine is more likely to be improved by a man who does not quite
understand it, than by one who is thoroughly acquainted with it. A man
who visits a machine a day or two “with his mind,” may accomplish
more with it than one who has been working over it day after day for many
years. More inventions and revolutionary ones will come from the factory
man who can do more than one thing, for on account of his thinking
acquaintance with many machines he can make combinations and invent

devices superior to the mere specialist.

After a long trial, factory owners were convinced that light and air in
the factory paid. The next thing is to convince them that light and air
for factory minds, in the shape of allowing men to visit other machines,

will also reap big dividends.
The greatest difficulty the inspired millionaire will find in trying to
establish this partial rotary system in his factory, will be to find a superintendent who believes in it. A great deal of opposition to this system will
come from the labor unions that desire to treat all men alike, and who will

fear that under this method some men might excel the rest. The firm
would oppose the rotary system on the ground that it would reveal the

secrets of the business to the general public, and the secret of the profit to the
men. The only man who could manage this situation of distrust would be

a superintendent who has as his first business equipment, the supremacy

and probity of his personal character, a man who could win and hold

personal confidence on both sides.
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A great many people have been bothering themselves about finding
something for our millionaires to do, as there are a great many of them
who are idle. But as far as can be seen the single position, suitable to them

that is vacant, is that of inspired millionaires. This position is somehow
going to be filled, not by the inspired millionare’s sudden coming out of
the sky, but by a gradual experimenting, in which process a great many
millionaires will be wasted.
The world is not arranged to-day for inspired millionaires. What, for
instance, can he do to be amused after dinner? He tries all the conventional things by which people are amused after dinner, the theater, concert,

clubs, and finally in desperation he decides to stay at home and read. After
a few evenings spent in this way he begins to wonder why it is, that with

all the number of people who are engaged in literary pursuits, we have
no literature of our own, and no lasting artist among them all. He wonders
why it is that with all our modern improvements, our civilization and
education, Plato and Homer are still taken as standards? Like a certain
millionaire he decides on doing something intellectual and buys a $130,000
set of Dickens, while 40,000 living, hungry, ambitious authors look on.

The more he tries to be amused the more serious he becomes, and at length
he comes to the conclusion that the one logical thing for a man who has
a million dollars to do, is to spend it in getting people not to want a_
million dollars, but to love work more than their wages. The inspired
millionaire will see that the most practical way he can do this is to ally
himself with artists, that is, with all those persons in all walks of life

who love to make a perfect thing
out of it, who make a joy out of
being into it, so that it expresses
millionaire will gather together

out of their work more than making money
their daily occupation and put their whole
their souls. All these persons the inspired
and give them tools with which they can

work their will upon the world which will then begin to be made anew.
A millionaire wonders how he can possibly find enough beautiful or
permanent ideas into which he can put his money, and an artist is looking
for enough money to materialize his ideas.

It is the main trouble of our

present day civilization that these men who could mutually help one another
cannot get together. The principal difficulty that stands between them is
purely a personal one, a difficulty of temperament. Because the millionaire
feels that money is an inspired thing and tries to get some inspired thing

with it, the artist feels superior, and because the artist sees that inspired
things can be done without money and does them, the millionaire regards
him as a mysterious, intolerable person. The millionaire in America who

obviously belongs to the creative or artistic class, who conducts his business
with a crtain richness of temperament, and who conceals his money decently
and safely in his personal character, so that artists feel that he is one of

themselves will be taken into their fold and the breach between making a
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fortune and making a book or picture will gradually cease to exist—-America

will have its first Inspired Millionaire.
The quality that makes a million dollars an art-form is imagination.
This imagination in a millionaire makes him see something which the people

ought to want, and it makes him see like any other artist, that if the thing

he has thought of is to be made perfectly and is to give the best service to
the people, he must keep it under his own control, so that the original design

can be carried out. It is only by this monopoly that he can make unity,
harmony, and perfection of service.
It is by this monopoly of strong millionaires that socialism can be dealt
with.

The inspired millioniares are the men who are going to put socialism

in a sieve, and have all that is true and good sifted out and used for the

benefit of the people, and all that is harmful, or that comes from dull,

discouraged factory minds, discarded for the scrap heap of the world.
Our inspired millionaires will be truly artists, and will show it by
making the men and materials around them better than other men could, and
no one will find fault with them for being monopolists. When we have
inspired millionaires, men who have proved themselves artists, holding

their wealth as trustees of society, we will stop thinking of socialism for

they will leave socialism nothing to do. They will be regarded as artists,
when they have discovered a million dollars worth of men and the things that
men have invented, and have put them upon the markets of the world. It
will then be conceded that the skilled labor of inspired millionaires is an
art. Every one will see that the most business-like occupation of a great
manufacturer is the development of the brains of the men in his factory.

It does not follow that every factory is filled with sprouting geniuses, but

each one can be made a nursery of invention, a great hot-house of brains.
Tf this becomes true in only a single case there will be no one to say that
making a million dollars with machines and men is not art form; that a
fortune wrought in this way is not so great a work of art as Raphael’s
Madonna or Wagner’s Parsifal.
Most of us feel that it is our lot to pass hours in the hold of the world, and
that as serfs we are deprived of laboring in God’s own blessed light. But

let us hope with Gerald Stanley Lee, not to be always in the Pilot House,
but “to have turns of looking from the pilot’s window at the course of the
ship, and turns of walking up and down the deck in the broad day, and
in the solemn night. Then we would go down again and with the sea
and the stars around us we would do our work.”
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Edgar

It has been the invariable rule, with but few exceptions,

Allan

that men. who have become famous do not receive the proper

recognition from their fellow citizens, and often times from
eee
their country-men. This is, indeed, true of Edgar Allan Poe. Only within

the last score of years has he been accorded the recognition due him from his
fellow Americans. Yet even now, after more than half a century after his

death, only the memorial, erected by the nation’s school children, marks the
neglected and almost forgotten grave of Poe, in a little, obscure church-

yard of Baltimore, within the very business center of that staid old city.

Baltimore, replete with the poet’s tragic life-story, has at length awakened to the realization that one of her own citizens is now distinguished as

a world-author, that he is regarded as the only American poet whose works
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are complete in form and thought. Accordingly, Baltimore is planning to
erect to his honor a monument that will fittingly perpetuate the memory of
the “most original American genius.”
Well it is that Baltimore should now pay honor to Poe after the embers
of the bitter fires of controversy have died out, and we see him not in his
short career of forty years—often years of bitter poverty, of grief, and a life
not always in accord with the best standards—but in his works, characterized by their originality of ideas and of expression, and carrying with them
a message of beauty and individualism.
The genius of Poe has won a special recognition for itself, which will
stand against all opposition. He “hitched his wagon to a star” and it was
only by dint of his own persistent efforts that his bright star now shines
highest in our literary sky.
Francis M. MueEtter, 713.
The
seatatene

See

Dayton, the City Beautiful, is confronted with the same
problem that has proved the bane of all our growing cities—

the bill-board evil.

While we may disagree on the methods of procuring an increased water
supply, or as to the elimination of grade crossings, we cannot deny that
we should immediately set ourselves to the task of ridding the city of this
unsightly evil, an evil that mars the beauty of our broad and well kept
streets, which furnishes lurking places for loafers and thugs, and above all,
which contributes in no small degree to the corruption of the morals of our
children.
* The average, fairminded citizen would not be so strenuous in his objections did the advertiser confine his efforts to the erection of his signs on
vacant, unsightly lots in the outlying districts; but when he goes into the
residential district, places his signs across from our schools, or brazenly
seeks to utilize our main thoroughfares for the advancement of the inter-

ests of his patrons and his own enrichment, then the thinking citizen rises
up in righteous anger and justly demands the abolition of this evil.
The city fathers long since recognized this evil, and made efforts to curb

its growth. They enacted ordinances that made it unlawful to post these
signs without the full consent of the property owner; they prohibited the
posting of bills which pictured the use of dangerous weapons, and sought
by many other regulations to control the evil, but let us see how they
worked out.

The grasping landlord has been approached and for a few miserable
pennies has bartered away his sites, and lo! on all sides of us behold new
bill boards springing up. Your shrewd theatrical magnate quickly recognized the fact that the mutilation of the posters would enhance their adver-

tising powers, and continued to order the same class of lithographs as heretofore, and then had his hired men crudely tear out the objectionable
feature. Result? The curious American people pause in groups in front
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of these posters to ascertain just what has been torn out, and the magnates

chuckle because they have utilized the safeguards of the law to advance
.
their interests.

But the mutilated poster is not the most dangerous evil. We have to do
with the suggestive posters that stare at us from every bill-board throughout
the city. These pastors are admirably suited to do the devil’s work; suggestive enough to appeal to the imagination of a fully developed mind,
let alone to be presented to the gaze of school children, who are naturally
more observant than their elders, and whose youthful imagination is quickly

excited by the gaudily colored bills. The large number of these bill-boards

erected proximate to our school buildings, would incline the thinking citizen to the belief that these advertisers were only engaged in bill posting as
a side issue to cloak their real work—running a school in crime for the

instruction of our growing youth.

.

It. is only when the people awake to a realization that they possess the

power to eliminate this evil, by boycotting the advertisers, that we can hope
to see these signs come down. Therefore, for thg good of our fair city, for ~
the edification of our visitors, and for the preservation of the unsullied
purity of our little ones, we appeal for the awakening of the public con-

science, and demand the eradication of this threatening evil.
Jotw Ff

American

DrmtON, ols.

It may seem a little tardy to be writing of the Conven-

Be ctie of tion of the American Federation of Catholic Societies,
held at Columbus, Ohio, August 21-24. However, late
Societies

though it be, we cannot let it pass, after reading an article on it which
appeared in “Liberty,” a magazine, which the editor says is devoted to
“religious freedom.”

His idea of religous freedom, judging from a recent

issue, is to take turns at rapping John Knox, the Presbyterian, and St.
Francis Xavier, the Catholic. We have no fault to find that you see reli-

gion in the light of a Seventh Day Adventist, but do stop barking at the
mass of Catholics and non-Catholics that believe with the early Christians

that Sunday, the day that Christ rose from the dead, is the day to keep

holy in the New Law.
In its latest number, the “Liberty” comments on the “spirit of cooper-

ation between the Catholic Church and professed Protestantism,” as exhibiting itself in the ringing of the beautiful chimes of Trinity Episcopal
Church, pealing out sacred melodies in honor of the Catholic Convention
and its visiting Catholic dignitaries. The other incident that seems to

worry our nervous step-sister, was the presence of Dr. Washington Gladden,

pastor of the First Congregational Church of Columbus, on the platform

among the Catholic priests and bishops, “lending his presence to the occasion and to the movement for which the occasion stood.” The editor writes:

“These are but incidents showing a tendency, a drift; not a drift on the
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part of Romanism toward Protestantism and liberty of PORSCIENOE. Rome
stands still in that particular; the driftis the other way.”
“Liberty” seems fearfully worried on account of the strength of the
“compact mass of three million voters to protect the interests of the Catholic
hierarchy in America.” It unwillingly pays tribute to the monster parade,
the city decorated in gala attire, and the State and municipal officials
“brought into the program to review the parade and to give addresses of
welcome.” What jarred the nervous system of “Liberty” was the erection

of the reviewing stand in “the very front of the State capitol grounds.”
This seemed too much for the delicate nerves of the ranting editor.

“The

State,” he cries, “was made a partner in the proceedings, even as a nation
was made a partner in the Catholic Mass on the monument grounds in

the city of Washington not long ago.”
The article has, however, a humorous side. The Ancient Order of Hibernians contributed to upset the already unbalanced mind of the unsound
editor by carrying rifles in the parade. “The Vatican has instructed the

* Catholics of this country tg ‘make America Catholic,’ ” he sets out in bold
type, and to make it the more effective, under a half-tone eleven inches in
width, he raves thus: “These young men with rifles in their hands are
expected to help.”
«Deluded mind, steeped in the depths of inane stupidity and nonsense,
get out of your jungle. Cease worrying over the American Federation of

Catholic Societies. You write that “the plan” of the society “is deeply laid
and comprehensive.” Why worry? We appreciate the tribute that “there
seems to be no earthly power able to prevent its consummation.” Join
your voice with your arch-friend, Julian the Apostate, and ery, “Galilean,

Thou hast conquered.o
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Bees oe ES_
From the

Editor

In our October issue we asked for support for the Varsity

Foot Ball Team. A number of the Alumni were out for
the Otterbein, Cedarville, and Earlham games. Get busy

and spread the good word, and increase in numbers. The Otterbein game
was “some beef,” and the score, 22—0, does not look bad when one considers

the luck of our opponents in securing the ball close to our goal on different
occasions.

Cedarville was certainly easy for our regulars, and good work

for our subs.

But that Earlham aggregation, that defeated Cincinnati

16 to 3, and Rose Poly 9 to 0, was too much of the championship timber
for us. Full twenty pounds to a man heavier, Earlham was composed of

muscular, well-seasoned players.

We lost 39—0, but those who saw the

game will say that S. M. I. played good football for their weight. Earlham
is playing Wabash for the State Championship of Indiana as we go to press.
We feel satisfied with our score with Earlham, and it is only football critics
of ping-pong caliber that become pessimistic over such a score.
Another thought! The lecture course, under the auspices of the Knights

of Columbus and St. Mary’s Institute, will be inaugurated for the season of

1911--12 on November 14. Edward Amherst Ott will be the orator of the
evening. His lecture on “The Story of a City,’ should prove a treat, as

foreseen by those who have had the opportunity of hearing Mr. Ott on the

lecture platform some years ago. Alumni! let us see you in numbers at the
lectures this season. Five hundred members constitute the roll call of the
Knights, and among them are many of our Alumni. Do not leave to the

fair sex all the opportunity to imbibe the educational benefits accruing to
a lecture course. The preponderance of the fair ones at one of the numbers

on the course last year made us fearful that the suffragettes had mistaken
S. M. I. Auditorium for their convention hall. A word to the wise is

sufficient.

i
J. H. Reite-

meier, "72

NUGGETS

|

J. H. Reitemeier, ’72, of Minster, Ohio, was a recent

visitor at the college.

Our enthusiastic Old Boy is a

regular subscriber to the EXPONENT, and renewed his sub-

scription at his last visit.

He has his regular places to visit about thecol-
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lege, among those being the College Chapel and the Brothers’ Cemetery:
The graves of Brother Zehler and Father Reinboldt are the sacred spots
that have endeared themselves to our Old Boy, who has only the highest
words of praise for these two big, generous souls.
We hope to interview our Old Boy personally in the near future, and
to let our readers hear from him on the growth S. M. I. has made since his
“dear old golden rule days.”

R. Marcellus
monet, “TO.

In one of our last issues we chronicled the entrance of
Rev FB. Jos. Kelly, *90, in the Catholic University of
America. We were pleased to hear during the month of
October that another of our graduates had entered that grand institution
of learning. It is no other than our “Mott” of the Class of 710. He met
the other S. M. I. bovs in Washington, Francis Canny, 709, C1HARLES
WHALEN, ’07, Vicror SmiruH, 705, and Elmer Focke, ’08, and writes that

their conversation was mostly about the davs they spent at S. M. I.
“Mott” is pleased with the “good, sociable hunch of students,” and, be it

well remarked, that good old rugby is not beyond the thoughts of the postgrad students of America’s foremost Catholic institution. Fort Mever fell
victim to the onslaughts of the Catholic University the day we had the
pleasure of hearing from “Mott,” and Maryland Aggies lost their scalps
later in the month.. Best wishes to Father Kelly and yourself, and pass

on the good word to the S. M. I. senators aspiring for legal honors at
Georgetown.

Leo Goesling, § We are pleased to announce that Leo Goesling, Jr., 798,
ae Pe

will soon become a benedict. The announcement of the
marriage which we received reads as follows: “Mr. John E.
Lundy announces the marriage of his daughter Genevieve to Mr. Leo Goesling, Jr., Saturday, October the twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred and eleven,

Cincinati, Ohio.”
Leohas a brother, Herbert, attending S. M.I. at the present time. We
will give our readers an account of thewedding in our November issue.

Leo and his bride will leave on a wedding trip after the wedding festivities,
and will reside on their return, November 15, at 3640 Shaw Avenue, a
Park, Cincinnati, Ohio.
ST. GENEVIEVE’S CLUB, PARIS.

Frederick
Clasgens, 83

Our May issue of THE Exponent contained an article
4 Frederick Clasgens, 93. We took pleasure in informing
our readers that our talented Old Boy had risen to fame

in the foreign home of art, the Salon of Paris. His “Andulusian Water
Seller” was awarded the distinction of being exhibited in the Salon of 1910,
where it was ranked one of the masterpieces of the year.

After congratu-

lating our artist, we gave a sketch of the St. Genevieve’s Club, an organ-

Ju Pour Charity
Pray for the Repose of the Soul of

Charles JI. Larkaswitz
The graduates of the class of ’91 will be grieved to learn of the death of their
classmate, Charles H. Lukaswitz, who departed this life October 29.
Charles Lukaswitz was born June 30, 1873, and entered St. Mary’s in 1884. His
step-father, Henry Hilgefort, had sent four other boys to the College, George Hilgefort, 68; John Hilgefort, ’74; Frank Hilgefort, ’79; and William J. Lukaswitz, ’82.
Whilst a student, Charles won the esteem and affection of his fellow-students and
teachers by his cheerful disposition and friendly character, tracts which he carried
through life and which made him beloved by all who knew him.
He was graduated
in 1891 and soon after became connected with the Baker Company of this city.
He
was advanced from a subordinate position through various stages until he was elected
president of the company in 1895.
In this position he proved himself to be a man
of remarkable executive ability with a large business sense and was known to be
thoroughly upright and honorable in all his dealings.
He was married in 1893 to
Miss Ida S. Sherer, daughter of M. J. Sherer, a well-known Dayton architect.
The
death of his beloved wife two years ago and that of his venerable mother a few months
later deeply affected his sensitive nature.
Six months ago he was taken ill and soon
realized that there was no hope for his recovery. During his long and painful illness
he bore his sufferings with the utmost patience, never uttering a complaint, but spending his time in cheerfully preparing for death, which his faith taught him is the
beginning of true life.
He had the consolation of the assistance of the priest almost
daily during the last weeks of his life, as well as the devoted attention of the members
of the family.
He died a most happy and peaceful death, fortified with the sacraments of the Church.
Charles is survived by a brother and a sister, William J. Lukaswitz and Mrs.
James Boesch, his step-father, Henry Hilgefort, and a half-sister, Mrs. John H.
Baker. ‘The president, faculty, and students of St. Mary’s offer their heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved’ relatives.

New Dormitory
Building

St. Joseph’s Hall underwent some
sive

exten-

alterations

dur-

ing the summer vacation to fit it out with

private rooms for the
older students of the

college.
pleasure

We take
in showing

the South view of the
building with its new

entrance
North.

facing

the

Two beauti-

ful clusters of five large
globes, raised on huge
columns,

have

con-

tributed much to make

the entrance quite imposing.

The Exponent wishes to take this occasion to thank Mr. August Janszen, of Cincinnati,
whose generous donation made the electrical illumination at St. Joseph’s Hall possible.
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ization for English-speaking Catholics residing in Paris, which is open,
likewise, to visitors.
As we were about to go to press, we received an interesting letter from
Miss Emma Clasgens, sister of Fred, and honorable secretary of the St.
Genevieve’s Club. In expressing her thanks for the publicity given her
brother’s work, and the notice added regarding the Catholic Club, she
writes: “The proverbial kindness of St. Mary’s permits me to hope that you
will forgive and forget the tardiness of the expression of our appreciation
and gratitude. I should have realized that my ‘artist-brother’ wields the
brush more quickly than the pen, and his strong preference for the former
—for he does paint, too—should have induced me to acquit myself at once
of such a pleasant duty.”
Miss Clasgens requested us to ask our readers if there are any millionaires among the Old Boys of Dayton. The St. Genevieve’s Club wants to
get next, and give a clear demonstration of how a few thousand dollars
would go far te accomplish much for Catholic interests in the French
capital. Fred and his sister spent some time in Rome, and Father
Walter, S. M., our Roman correspondent, comes in for warm words of
praise for favors shown them.
But just one word! Artists sometimes do forget just how many paintings
they have finished; so, if you can lay your hands on one for THE EXPONENT
sanctum, we will be delighted to have it framed, and to show the many
visitors to S. M. I. a product of a real artist. So here’s living in hopes!
Best wishes from Alma Mater.

©°9000000
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JOSEPH GRAHAM, 713, Editor.
HIGHEST HONORS FOR OCTOBER.
Collegiate Department.

RENIOT IOLlOns 626 Sse ao Ey Edward Connelly, 86; Eugene Gerlach,
MUNIOL Setters Ses
ata
oo ee
Frank Mueller, 90; Alphonse Mahrt,
BOMROMIOFG I GBULOTR ee
akgcae
e
te
Leo Walsh, 88; Joseph Graham,
sopnomore :-Wngemeering oe
ee
a
Fred Sturm, 92; Robert Gray,
PerOSOMIANGEOCLOPS See se se
Re ee de Emil Edmondson, 87; Edward Welch,

85
89
86
90
81

Freshman Engineering................ Leon Anderson, 91; Louis Rotterman, 82

High School Department.
PPOUBLU MIST Sys ee ake en Robert Sherry, 94; Clarence Schmitt,
Sire Wigh——A ess ee
A osee Otto Krusling, 96; Clement Bauer,
Third Hish—Bs8
es ee. Lyman Hill, 94; Charles Shiels, 89; W. Faigle,
Second High—A....Charles Snyder, 92; Edward Lechleitner, 91; J. Kramer,

93
94
89
91

Second High—B............. Joseph Kulm, 96; John Hogan, 95; W. Sherry, 95

OGONG FIP DCs en sane hearn PA a eee John Reynolds, 97; Charles Meyer, 97
eRESE PIS hs Ay ea eek ee ae ee Joseph Schaefer, 97; Henry Oxrider, 95
Marah Highs
Bis. ses tirana
ted fe Joseph Hook, 97; Lawrence Warren, 97
Business Department.
ECON: BUBINCHA
iirst- Business ss

nce es es a
ee ae
Martin Kuntz, 92; Allan Ochs, 92
es ae ee ee Edward Weber, 92; Vladimir Smirnoff, 91

Elementary Department.
Eighth Grade—A....... pe ag ten a a aM Soa uesENE aJames Dwy er, 94; Carl Herbert,
Highth Grade—B................ Charles Schneider, 98;
ward Menninger,
MAVONEHAGPACG peek ee
oo ae Bie eee Robert Benvenuti, 90; Hayden Hill,
MURUAMOLE GC Shee 23 Be oy ee
ee Herman Fien, 96; Adalbert Bubolz,

PR ARAN. Tene
Annual

‘Retreat

cle

alia tv ow

The Annual

Retreat,

88
92
89
95

Julian Greiwe, 93; Herbert Bohnert, 89
which

took

place October

2--5,

is an

event to which much importance is attached, and which exerts

Many of
a great influence over the student body in general,
them will, in a few months, go into the world to fight life’s battles for them-

selves, and during this last year they must be prepared for this. They must
be confirmed in their beliefs and religious practices.
The Retreat was conducted by the Rev. Father Benedict, of the Order of

Passionists, in honor of the Immaculate Conception.

The missionary gave three

THE S. M. I. EXPONENT
instructions each day, in which he brought vividly before the minds of his
hearers what they must do to merit eternal salvation. These were followed by
summaries of the instructions and serious reflection on them. ‘He exhorted the
students to be more careful of their daily life and to guard themselves against
many sins by carefully selecting their company.

As a means of leading a good

life he strongly recommended the daily reception of Our Lord in the Blessed
Eucharist,
The Retreat closed on Thursday morning at seven o’clock with a High Mass
followed by Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. The entire student body
received Holy Communion, after which they renewed their Baptismal vows
and took the Holy Name pledge. Father Benedict crowned his work by giving
the students the Papal Blessing.
The influences of the Retreat may be plainly seen in the conduct and earnest:
endeavor of the students, and the increased number of daily communions.

Hallowe’en
year

do

The burden of conversation from the puniest Minim to the
most gigantic Senior, has been Hallowe’en, days before and
after its mirth and wit and laughter. No other time of the

we find,

in

the

case

of

every

individual

character,

so

many

small

_traits sink to the bottom and so many noble qualities brought to the surface.
If ever there is good feeling, whole-souled and fraternal, amongst the students

of St. Mary’s, it is on Hallowe’en. Petty feuds and strifes are forgotten; love
and peace reign supreme.
:
The Boarders of every division emptied their pocketbooks without hesitation
in order to, make their Hallowe’en a success. Committees for decorations and
general arrangements were appointed. Each division held their celebrations
in their own club rooms, decorated with flags, pennants, bunting, pictures, Japanese lanterns, and glowing pumpkin heads, until a person was reminded of the
gorgeous decorations of the plane tree of Persia. And this revelry lasted from

7: 00 to 10: 00 or 11: 00 p. m.
The Hallowe’en celebrations of the First Division were both highly entertaining and most instructive and educational. The winners add the prizes of the-various tournaments were the following: Pool: Herman Feidner, calabash pipe;
George Shanahan, box of candy. Billiards: Prudentia Garcia, calabash pipe;
Bowling: Walter Blaire, box of cigars; Thomas Ryan, calabash pipe.

Euchre:

Joseph Graham, box of cigars; Louis Clark, box of candy; Waltz: Edward
Welch and Julian Vandenbroek, a box of candy. The evening closed with impromptu remarks, solos, and monologues.

On three or four occasions the tournaments and the joviality of the Second
Division were interrupted and silenced by the musical performaces of the
trio, Robert Schenk, violin, Edward Gross, piano, and Robert Ritzler, singer
and entertainer.
The jigs of Paul Stagmeier, Robert Hanly, and Clarence
Greiwe, occasioned much mirth.
Henry Wickham, the winner of the pedro
tournament , was awarded a box of cigars.

The closing of the pool tournament

occasioned uncommon excitement owing to the neck-to-neck race of Hillery and
Smirnoff. Fred Hillery received the calabash pipe. Herbert Bohlmann and
Allen Stowell deserve credit for the decorations and general management.

The program of the Third Division was the following: (1) S. M. I.March.
(2) Opening Address, C. Kranz; (3) The Dutch Justice, A Farce—Policeman,
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W. Wintermeyer; First Lawyer, F. Cummings; Second Lawyer, J. Windbiel:
The Hon. Judge, C. Meyers; William Walker, J. Schwietermann; John Spring.
L. Tabasso; Mike O’Flaherty, J. Foley; John Long, R. Grible; Frank Fusky,
H. Sanchez; Tommy Trot, E. Kessler.
(4) Monologue, Pat and the Owl, G.
Donovan.
(5) Valse, Piano Solo, A. Scheid.
(6) The Conjugate German—

Gottlieb, John Schwietermann;

Charley, H. McEntee;

Jonathan, E. Munch.

(7) Luncheon and Toasts. (8) Amusements—Ducking for Apples. Give Patsy
his pipe. Hunting for peanuts. (9) Awarding of prizes.
The program of the Fourth Division was the following: (1) Song, Welcome.
(2) Recitation, Opening Speech, Eugene Busch. (3) Recitation, Left on the
Battlefield, E. Menninger.
(4) Recitation, The Watermelon, R. Busch.
(5)
Violin Solo, Blue Bells of Scotland, C. Ernst.
(6) Recitation, Leadville Jim,
E. Kuntz.
(7) Recitation, The Naughty Kitty, C. Braun.
(8) Dialogue, On
Neatness, R. Hilermann and E. Wenstrup. (9) Violin Duet, Merry Mood, H. Weed
and C. Ernst. (10) Recitation, When Pa Begins to Shave, R. Schroeter. (11)
Recitation, Johnny’s Opinion of Grandmother, G. Klopp.

(12)

Recitation, Hoe

Out Your Row, J. Greiwe. (13) Violin Solo, Silver Bell, H. Weed,
(14) Recitation, Wet and Dry, G. Grills. (15) Recitation, Leedle Jacob Strauss, L. Wolf.
(16) Comedy, Hallowe’en Night—U. Leininger, E. Kuntz, G. Rigney, R. Benvenuti, A. Pohlman, F. Gaynor, G. Klopp.
Valentine, L. Wolf.
Butterfly.

Act.

II., Simon

Act I., Arthur’s Room.

Stubb’s Room.

(17) Mirroscope Pictures, E. Kuntz.

Lecture

Song, Jimmy

Song, The Dainty Little

(18) Luncheon and Ice Cream.

The following lectures will be delivered during the 1911--1912

Course

K. C.-S. M. I. Lecture Course, given at St. Mary’s Institute
Hall. Edward Amherst Ott, “The Story of a City,’’ November
14, 1911. Bill Bone, Author and Entertainer, November 27, 1911. The Music
Makers, An Evening of Song and Music, January 8, 1912. C. E. W. Griffith.
An Evening of Comedy, “The Taming of the Shrew,” January 15, 1912. C. E. W.
Griffith, An Evening of Tragedy, “Othello,” January 16, 1912.
Adrian M.
Newens,

Impersonator,

“A

Message from

Mars,”

E. Colby, Cartoonist and Lecturer, March 4, 1912.
Literary
Circles

February

13,

1912.

George

Every year half a dozen classes of the High School and the
College Department have held monthly literary meetings. One
benefit of such circles is the endeavor it creates to compose

short stories and essays that will stand the test of a reading before groups of

wide-awake students.
The “Columbian Literary Circle,” of Second High C, elected the following
officers October 19: Charles Meyer, President; Orville Donnelly, Vice President:
Albert Wald, Secretary; John Reynolds, Treasurer.
Business

Class

On

October

17, Ropert

S.

Hayes,

’05,

private secretary to

Congressman James W. Cox, spoke to the. Business Classes on

the subject
of “Consuls and Ambassadors.” By citing numerous incidents, the speaker made this important branch of government very
clear.
The Dayton Computing Scale Company, through the kind influence of Mr. J.
Hopkinson, Superintendent, presented St. Mary’s with a beautiful, modern scale,
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to be used in the Business Department. Furthermore, our generous friend had
Mr. Roberts, General Sales Manager, to visit S. M. I. and demonstrate the scale
to the business students, October 23.
Our sincerest thanks to our generous friends.

HOLY NAME SOCIETY.
Secretary’s Report, Read at Grand Rally, May 28, 1911.

Review of

The Holy Name Society of St. Mary’s Institute, which was

Year 1910--'11 organized in September, 1904, and reorganized at the beginning
of each successive school year, was reorganized for the term
of 1910-11 during the annual retreat of September, 1910.
Owing to the increased enrollment of students, it was

found expedient to

divide the student members into twenty groups, eleven composed of non-resident,
and nine of resident students, each group having its own president, secretary,
and treasurer, who, in addition, served as delegates to the general meeting which
yas held on the last Saturday of the month.
At these general meetings, the officers discuss the progress being made within
their various branches, and exchange ideas and plans concerning the direction

of the separate groups.

The officers were expected to report to their various

members the main business transacted at the general meetings.

The general cfficers who -guided the society’s destiny during the term of
1910-11 were:
President, Lawrence

3
Strattner,

:
’11,

Dayton,

Ohio.

Vice President,

Thomas

Kearns, 12, Springfield, Ohio.
Secretary, John F. Dillon, 13, Dayton, Ohio.
Treasurer, Gerald McKinney, ’10, Dayton, Ohio, Librarian, Wm. Seidensticker,

‘11, Columbus, Ohio.
The regular program followed at these general meetings is as follows: The
meeting opens with a reneval of the Holy Name Pledge; the roll is then called
and it is expected that the secretary of each group will respond with a report
of the works accomplished in his branch during the preceding month. Then
follows the reading of the minutes of the previous general meeting, the discussion of old and new business, after which the moderator, or some other able
speaker, gives a short talk upon some practical topic, and if time permits, the
Librarian reads from the Holy Name literature at hand.

The meetings always

close with prayer of reparation.
The official emblem of the Holy Name Society was introduced at the college
last September, replacing the League of the Sacred Heart badges which have
been worn since the intreduction of the Holy Name Society at St. Mary’s.
Throughout the year the new badges have conspicuously adorned the coat
lapel of every member .of the society at the college.
~The annual service of Reparation was held in the college chapel, the Chapel
of the Immaculate Concepticn, on January 21, 1911, the sermon being preached
by the Rev. Father Quinn, of Xenia, Ohio. The speaker made a most profound
impression upon all present. Svulemn Benediction followed, during which the
Holy Name pledge was renewed.

To-day’s Rally completes a most successful year’s work, for, not only have
the members been faithful to their pledge to abstain from all profane and im-
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modest language, but, through the advice of their Reverend Moderator, they
have become frequent and devout recipients of the Blessed Eucharist.
In 1904, the organizers of this Holy Name Society advocated weekly communions, and the minutes of this society show that the words of counsel were heeded
and complied with.
To-day, in keeping with the spirit of our Holy Father, Pope Pius X., the
Moderators are advocating daily communion and once more the fervor of its
members is asserting itself and daily communion is a reality at the college.
Thus, St. Mary’s Holy Name Society lives and flourishes; at the completion
of her sixth year she stands a monument to the worth of Holy Name movement,
a source of edification to all who observe her, and a consolation to the faculty,
who introduced this work as an aid to the salvation of the souls of the students
intrusted to their care,
Joun F. Ditton, 713, Secretary.

Report
ef the
Grand Rally

The annual public Holy Name Rally of the S. M. I. Holy
Name Society, was held in the Institute Auditorium, Sunday
:

afternoon, May 28, 1911, at 3: 30 p.m.

The assemblage was called to order by President Lawrence Strattner, who
briefly welcomed the a gathering of visitors from the various parish churches
of the city.
The Holy Name Pledge was solemnly renewed by the members, after which. all
joined in singing “Most Holy Name.”
President Strattner than introduced Mr. Wagner Mayer, ’12, who delivered an
excellent address, lauding the Holy Name movement, and making a strong
appeal to all to show a becoming love and respect for the Most Holy Name
of Jesus.
At the conclusion of Mr. Mayer’s address, Secretary John Dillon read a brief
review of the work accomplished by St. Mary’s Holy Name Society during the
year 1910-11.
In a few, well-chosen words, President Strattner introduced the main speaker
of the occasion, Hon. William Brennan, ex-mayor of Xenia, Ohio.
Mr. Brennan won the attention of his audience, who time and again interrupted his strong address with prolonged outbursts of applause. The duty of
Catholic laymen was strongly emphasized by the speaker who urged all to come
* out openly with their profession of faith, and let the world see what manner
of man the sincere Catholic is.
At the conclusion of Mr. Brennan’s address, President Strattner expressed
the thanks of S. M. I. Holy Name Society for his kind words of advice and
encouragement.
;
President Strattner called upon Rev. Father Neville and Rev. Father Kemper,
who responded with impromptu speeches lauding the Holy Name movement.
Th Reverend President of the college, Father Bernard P. O’Reilly, took occasion to thank the visitors for their encouragement manifested by their presence.

He expressed the hope that all the members would remain true to their pledge
and obligations during the vacation period.
President Strattner thanked all the visitors for their encouraging presence,
after which the meeting adjourned with the singing of the hymn, “Holy God,
We Praise Thy Name.”
JoHN F. Ditton, '13, Secretary.
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At the first Officers’ Meeting of the Holy Name Society, held
Saturday, October 28 at 11:00 a. m., in the Zehler Library, the following officers were elected: Francis Mueller, President;
Eugene Gerlach, Vice President; Leo Walsh, Secretary; John Dillon, Treasurer;Election of
Officers for
1911—’12

The following is a list of the officers elected:
Resident Students.
SECRETARY
PRESIDENT.
William Seidensticker
Leo Walsh
Julian Vandenbroek
Frank Thill

jt

a
eH
ourwhd
rFPowona

Raymond O’Brien, Librarian.

© oo

1
2
3
4
5
6
f

Gerald Dunn
Clarence Braun
William Avery
James Farrell
Joseph Windbiel
Lawrence Warren
Leonard Heile
Frank Gaynor
Franklin Berning
PRESIDENT
Francis Mueller
Ralph Wirshing
Edward Hall
Edward Lechtleitner
John Reichert
Norbert Bergmann
Alvin Belt
Charles Schneider
Edward Madigan

Sodality

John McDonough
James Dolan
William Reith
Thomas Mahoney
Albert Menninger
Erich Munch
Ralph Neary
George Rigney
George Grills
Non-Resident Students.
SECRETARY
Alphonse Mahrt
Oscar Beringer
Cyril Hochwalt
Orville Donnelly
Norman Hochwalt
Joseph Hook
Karl Borntraeger
Lawrence Seidl
Irvin Ostendorf

TREASURER
Edward Welch
Gerard Werder
Paul Welch
Henry Wickham
Harry Hart

Clarence Nugent

Elmer Hais
Vincent Farrel
Myron Adams
Urban Leininger
Carl Ernst
TREASURER
John Dillon
Daniel Maloney
Robert Schenk
John Reynolds
William Sherry
Paul Ohmer
Carl Nerbert
Raymond Carey
Carl Bodem

After the annual retreat, the Sodality of the Immaculate
Conception was reorganized.
The four branches of resident
students and the four of non-resident students, each compris-

ing about twenty-five members, consist of the elite of the student body.

3s

considered a privilege and an honor to be a Sodalist. The moderators of the
different branches are pleased to note in the weekly meetings an earnest endeavor amog their Sodalists to know and love the Blessed Virgin Mary more
deeply and tenderly,
dates.

At the present time the branches consist mainly of candi-

They will be received as Sodalists in December during solemn and im-

posing ceremonies.
Peter’s
Pence

“A servant of Mary shall never perish.”
The contributions towards the support of the Holy

and $16.00 for October.
.

numbers.

Father.

the successor of St. Peter, amounted to $14.00 for September

Last year the sums ran into higher

For September, this year, Sixth Grade had an average of 13 cents.

For October, First High A has an average of 12 cents;

cents, and Fifth Grade, of 8 cents..
their older comrades.

Seventh Grade, ef 10

The smaller boys are a shining light to
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The N. C, R. Co. Donation to the Department of Electrical
Engineering
Acknowledge-

The Department of Electrical Engineering of St. Mary’s In-

ments

stitute hereby makes most grateful acknowledgement to the
National Cash Register Company of Dayton, Ohio, for its generous donation to the Electrical Engineering Laboratory. The authorities of the
company kindly presented us with a 15 K. W., 220 volt, D. C. Generator; a 15
K. W., 220 Volt, D.C. Motor; a 12 H. P.., 220 Volt, D. C. Motor; a 3 H. P., 220
Volt D. C. Motor; a 24H.P., D. C. armature; several smaller motors and motorgenerator sets; a dozen arc lamps and quite an assortment of circuit breakers,

switches, telephone and construction material.

_ Exchanges
It seems to us that the postal department in these United States has taken a
fancy to holding up college magazines.

The Exponent regularly sends out a

number of copies as exchanges, and fails to find an acknowledgment in those
magaziness having Exchange Columns.
Mind! we are not looking for praise,

and as far as criticism or blame is concerned, we shall take our dose as pleasantly as any one; but what we do look for is that “list.”
“Other exchanges
received are the following: The Wireless Screech, Morning Wheezes, ete.,” but
no Exponent.

It does get amusing to receive postal cards or marked copies,
“please exchange!” and to know that is just what we are doing.
But to glance

over the exchanges that must have been smuggled through the mails during
October.
The Academia contains a well-written sketch of Tennyson that is quite interesting.
“Frem Hamlet to Metropolis” is an odd and quaint written history of
Portland.
The picture of “St. Mary’s in 1859,” with the wings hitched on to
the center building, put us in mind of our “S. M. I. in 1850.”
All beginnings
are lowly.
We are curious to see how the home of the Academia looks at

present.
Villa Sancta Scholastica Quarterly issued a fitting memorial number to honor
the memory of Rev. Mother Scholastica Kerst, O.S.B., lately deceased.

We weie

pleased to ncte the many dignitaries that paid tribute to her memory by assisting at her funeral service. We perused the pages that referred to her indefatigable labors in the face of great difficultis, and noted her untiring efforts to

develop the 1escurces of her convent thirty years ago.
Facing the bold facts
that there were many wealthy Catholics fully able to codperate with her in
placing her educational institution on a solid financial basis, but who left her
to slowly upbuild them es well as several hospitals, may we not do well to
ponder over the words of Nixon Waterman?
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“In filling love’s infinite store, a rose to the living is more if graciously given

before the hungering spirit is fled; a rose to the living is more than sumptuous
wreaths to the dead.”
The Fordham Monthly has well-written articles in the November number.
They are not all by Seniors, for we noted with interest that the Sophomores
_ and Juniors were the main contributors.

An editorial, entitled “Pro Patria,’

has some earnest words on college spirit.
We agree perfectly with the editor.
Fordham has not the muscular beef that can be hired in the ‘athletic market
to-day for football, but-she has earnest purpose and achieves the only success
worthyof striving for—that of preparedness for life in the religious, social, and
intellectual world.
Gonzaga is cne of our exchanges that fails to get The Exponent, judging from

“please exchange” wording and the list of the exchanges published. We'll have
to drop a word to that pestmaster of yours and send him a copy of our magazine for himself.
Industrial, biographical, and critical articles, together with °
poetry go to compose a well-balanced magazine.
The dress of the Gonzaga is
classy, though we believe that the compositor, by using initial letters to lead
off the fiist paragraph of literary articles, could add to the grace of the
Gonzaga’s pages.
We have the habit of reading the editorials of our excharrges,
and the one on “Education” attracted our attention.
The Gonzaga has done
well to comment on the exposé of the big colleges and universities; other papers,
Catholic as well as secular, foclishly denied the truth of the statistics offered by
the Chicago millionaire. Whether seventy-five per cent. or ninety-five per cent.
of the students of universities in some cities of this country become gaugers of
distilleries, or forty-five per cent. or sixty-five per cent. wallow in the mire of
animalism is not a matter for debate. Our Augean Stables needs a flushing and
at an early date.
The October Exchanges received were the following:
Duquesne Monthly,

St. Angela’s

Echo,

Manhattan

Gonzaga, Patrician,

Quarterly,

St.

Mary’s Mes-

senger, Villa St. Scholastica, Cellegian (Oakland), Abbey Student, Academia,
St. John’s University Record, St. Vincent’s College Journal, Young Eagle, Notre
Dame Scholastic, Niagara Index, Dial, Niagara Rainbow.
t
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Bill Bone is the humorist for the lecture course this year. He will have to
go some to beat Bangs and Bingham, but we believe that he will still have his
name above this department next month.

Did you notice that our football players fumble when the fair ones grace the
side lines of the gridiron. It’s just bashfulness!
There is some class to those steel lockers in the Senior club room.

Watch the Juniors do the rubber stunt as the natives leave for their homes
after the football game. Watch out! that silent stare, bordering on fast coming
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idiocy is characteristic of that white domed structure over the hill, just a halfmile east.
Did you notice the happy smiles on our “big boys” as they arrived at the
opening of school? Dayton is not such a dead town after all, especially after
vegetating in a slow, home town for over two months—say, like Springfield, for
example,
—
“Whenever I hit a fellow, I hit him on the right spot.”
“The conversation frizz right in his mouth.”
“Oh, you Jonah!”
“Good Bi—cycle!”’
Breezes!
An Editor’s Reminder,
A Western editor wrote the following: ‘‘The editor is so diszusted that he
will arrest the first yap who sends in a manuscript without ten bones, solid
hash. This is not a charity bungalow. If we have to print your stuff, why
then, come across with something.”
’ Curious.
Anxious Enquirer: ‘Can I possibly see electricity?”
Electrical Engineer: “You can; we won’t. Grab a 500-volt line, and you will
see it plain—stars, stripes, colors, everything. Quite delightful!”
How Often?

They stood on the bridge
In a park not far from
They stood on the bridge
Because they didn’t sit

at midnight,
town;
at midnight,
down.

The moon rose o’er the city,
Behind the dark church spire;
The moon rose o’er the city,
And kept on rising higher.

How often, oh, how often!
They whispered words so oft:

How often, oh, how often,

How often, oh, how oft!

—Ben Kring.

THE ANNEX.
PLAYWRIGHT’S NotTE.—I beg to apologize for my delay in publishing this pathetic
little “Mellow Drama,” which wes enacted last Spring. I deemed it.imprudent to plac>
it before the public until all rights had been reserved for its production. At present
the company has contracted for a thyee-years’ stand in New York; two years in Troy
(Ohio), and one year in Chicago, after which.
it will be seen in Muncie and Kankakee.

“CAST OF CRACKERS.”
Knights of Little Slumber.

Annex No, 2.

Musical

Director

Johnnie Tague
erin ate eee Shade

Nobody
Nhs oRagianieneainrn anaes” toate aesi ed ge Sen J. A. Graham
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Camp of the Enemy.
Annex No. 1.
Victim of the Big Ghost

Prof. J. W. Mayer

Dick Smith

T. L. Kearns

Hobble Gown
Stage Hand
Stage Foot
Scene 1—Annex No. 2.
Time, 11: 30 p. m.
Big Ghost—He stole my tooth-brush and I’) have revenge.
Little Ghost—’Tis right and just, and I shall back you up when e’er you fight.
Not-So-Loud—
Poor Johnnie Tague, our general brave,
They’ve captured from our midst;
And we shall fight, with all our might,
With chairs and shoes and even fists.
“But let’s don’t talk so loud.”
Musical Director—
Come, Jag, and sing some little thing,
Now let her roar, as on I snore.
Jag—

Here’s to the best of all annex clubs—
Our by-gone pals were merely dubs.
They had their lunches, cake and pie,

But muts they were, and muts they’ll die.
ACT II,
Scene I.—Annex No. 1.
(Enemy in camp.)
The victim is sleeping soundly, all is dark and quiet.

Big Ghost enters slowly

carrying pillow. Little Ghest follows at a distance.
Big Ghost—At last I have you; now for vengeance.
Little Ghost—Swat him gocd; it should be dunn, though I think I'd better run.

(Aside) Swat! the pillow met the victim.
Swat! again with force it crashed.
Wow! he cried. Wow! yelled the victim,
And out the door the Big Ghost dashed.
Soon the lights began to glimmer,
Sherlock Gluck was soon found there;
Through the halls and in the zimmer,
But find the ghosts, he could nowhere.
AGTUTLE:
Saturday a.m.

Study Hall.

Professor speaking to Big Ghost.

Sixty notes you lose for conduct
Little Ghost, the same for you;

Do not stand with eyes of wonder,
’T was Sherlock Gluck who found the clue.
L. M:. Watsnu, 712
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Louis ROTTERMANN, 714.

The Athletic Board at St. Mary’s is gradually adding more prestige to the
school by coming to the front in State athletics with exceptionally good teams.
Already St. Mary’s is in demand throughout the State for a place on the schedule of the leading colleges, and when bookings are made in 1912, Alma Mater

will appear among the prominent teams. This year the Saints lined up against
Otterbein, Antioch, and Earlham, three of the strongest teams in this section,
and the coming weeks will bring Heidelberg and Kenyon. Why, even Notre
Dame asked for a football game this year, but conditions are not yet favorable
enough for such a meet. Here’s to the success of Athletics at S. M. I.!
St. Mary’s—0O
‘Defeated but not disgraced,” is the answer to the outcome
vs.
of the game with the Otterbein University eleven, on Saturday,
Otterbein—22 October 7, contested on Fairview Park field. Playing before
the largest and most demonstrative crowd. that ever witnessed a local school
fray, our team opened the season by bowing beneath the handicap thrust upon
them in encountering an eleven that but the week before held the strog Ohio
State

University

team

to a 6

to 0

score

on

a

fluke.

Outclassed

in

weight

and age, and otherwise handicapped by a strong wind blowing against them,
Coach Bevan’s warriors put up a formidable fight, and it was only with the
greatest

difficulty that

the team coached

by

star of Carlisle, scored its twenty-tvo points.

the

Indian

Exendine,

a

former

The strong showing the saints

made was a great surprise to even their most ardent admirers, for the resist-

ance of evey one of the linemen was nothing short of marvelous, when the
weight of the Otterbein forwards is considered.

The men were exceptionally

strong when the Red and Yellow were near their goal, and held them for downs
several times, once noticeably on the two-yard line when they held like a stone
wall, Our back field men performed admirably well: Captain Welch at full, by
infusing all with his dauntless, fiery spirit; Schuey, by his sensational, sure,
and numerous tackles, and Sacks, our fleet-footed left half, by covering ground

like a twentieth century flyer.
Mahrt, by his admirable field generalship,
elicited praise from all. Ccach Bevan considers his team one of the best in
the State for its size, and declares that the score would not have been more

than 12 to-0 had it not been for rulings at dangerous times,
However, let not our loss detract from the just praise due to Otterbein’s
victory. Theirs is a wonderful machine, in which every man played his part
well. Their interference was splendid, enabling their speedy backs to skirt
the ends almost at will, and their defense was remarkable.
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J.

Werder

M. Walsh,
[gr.)
A. Welch,
(Capt.
)
R. Bevan,
(Coach)
H. Sacksteder
H. Ruhlman
J. Vandenbroek
W.' K. Blaire
’, H. Fogarty
. Synnett

~
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. J. Klein
Shiels
E. Medley
Rotterman
’, McCourt
F. Crossin
D. Welch
R. Newnam
Creedon
B. Quinlan
Seidensticker
A. Berghoff
W. Clark
Schumacher

.
9.
.
.
22.

H.

Mahrt

Norkauer
S. M. I. VARSITY FOOTBALL SQUAD

THE LITTLE
GRIDDERS Top Row:
Jo Ott
F.

Berning

Bro. John Hall, S. M.
Leininger
3raun,

(Coach)

Rolandelli
Menninger
3usch
Middle Row:
G. Grills
G. Rigney
CT SB erry.
Middle Row:
I,. Wolf
R.

Busch

Bottom Row:
R. Golden

FOURTH DIVISION FOOTBALL TEAM

F.

Gaynor, (Capt)

A.

Pohlman
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The line-up of the two teams was as follows:
St. Mary’s—Fogarty, Synnett, and Bevan, l.'c.; Ruhlman, 1. t.; Clark, Berghoff, 1. g.; Werder, c.; Newnam, r. g.: Quinlan, r. t.; Seidensticker, r. e.; Mahrt,

q. b.; Sacksteder,
1. h.; Schumacher, r. h.; Welch (Capt.), f. b.
Otterbein—Hartman, 1. e.;

Barringer, 1]. t.;

Bailey, 1. g.;

Siman, c.;

Parent,

e.; Lambert (Capt.), r. .t; Gilbert, r. e.; Sanders, q. b.; Mingle, Snavely, 1. h.;

Curtz, Platt, r. h.; McLeod, Learish, f. b.
In a spirited battle, the first waged on St. Mary’s gridiron
St. Mary’s—11
this season, our boys of the Red and Blue administered on
VS.
Saturday, October 14, a 11 to 0 defeat to the Antioch College
Antioch—0O
eleven. The game was one of the cleanest from every viewpoint which has
ever been staged in the Gem City. All of the scoring came in the second quarter, when the Saints rallied for long, consistent gains, and played the visitors
off their feet. In the other three pericds both elevens made made equal stands,
and the pigskin was pushed back and forth between the twenty-yard lines . Coach
Bevan’s men showed an improvement over last week. The line held much better,
and the few forward pasess they attempted, were completed more times.

Klein played quarterback for S. M. I. and was goed on offensive and defensive work. Sacksteder, as usual, was the best ground-gainer and was exCaptain Welch,
ceptionally successful in shaking off and dedging tacklers.
Schumacher, and Quinlan, who was called into the back field several times,
were the best line buckers, and executed a number of hard plunges. Quinlan
was called upon in the second quarter when the ball was on the ten-yard line,
and on the third down bya terrific smash, placed the pigskin over the goal line.
For Antioch, Quarterback Fess, by his field generalship and aggressive tactics, was cheered by all. Eddington, their one-armed player, on guard, also
played a brilliant game, shining by his skill in the open, and by his strength on
the line.
The line-up:
St. Mary’s—Bevan, 1. e.; Ruhlman, Newnam, l. t.; Blair, 1. g.; Werder, ¢.;
Clark, r. g.; Quinlan, 1. t.; Seidensticker, 1. e.; Klein, q. b.; Sacksteder, Lee
Schumacher, r. h.; Welch (Capt.), f. b.
Antioch—Mensforth, f. e.; Howell, 1. t.; Eddington, 1. g.; Hunter, c.; Hiedy,
r. g.;

Patton, r. 1;

Staggers, Wallace, r. e.;

Fess, q. b.;

Lingel, 1. h.;

Funder-

berg, r. h.; Poike, f. b.

St. Mary’s—56 Our Blue and Red eleven is again in the field for that title
vs.
they gained for themselves last season, when they were called
Cedarville—0 “A Point a Minute Machine,” because of their frequency of
scoring. On Saturday, October 21, on S. M. I. campus, arrayed against the
much-touted

Cedarville

eleven,

they

simply

played

their

opponents

off

their

feet, scoring at will for a total of 56 points.

Cedarville’s defense was like so much paper before the rushes of the Saints’
backs. The forward pass was worked time after time by us for big gains, while
end runs and line plunges for large gains were so common, it was hard to keep

track of them.
the offensive.

Cedarville could do nothing with our men when pate on
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Schumacher starred at tackling and advancing the ball, while Sacksteder and
“Tub” Welch proved big ground-gainers. Werder’s kicking, both on goals and
on the kick-off was great.
The two teams lined up as follows:
;
St. Mary’s—Bevan, 1. e.; Ruhlman, 1. t.; Blair, 1. g.; Werder, c.; Berghoff,
r. g.; Quinlan, r, t.; Seidensticker, Synnett, r. c.; Vandenbroek, Mahrt, q. b.;
Sacksteder, 1. h.; Schumacher, Medley, Klein, r. h.; Welch, Rottermann, f. b.
Cedarville—Ross, 1. ¢.; Martin, 1. t.; Lloyd, Sanding, 1, g.; Shrodes, c.; Williamson, r. g.; A. Turnball, r. t.; Townsend, r. e.; McGallic, q: b.; Dickson, 1. h.;
Marshall, r. h.; P. Turnball, f. b.
S. M. I.—0
In this game, Coach Bevan used every available man on his
VS.
reserve squad, thus getting a line on their respective ability
Earlham—39 when placed on the firing line. Entering a game when defeat
was a sure reward of their efforts, St. Mary’s gridiron warriors displayed a
wonderful amount of pluck and determination when they held the strong Earl-

ham University eleven to a 39 to 0 score on Saturday, October 28.

Greatly outweighed and outaged to the man, our team, mindful of the fact
that Earlham, according to comparative scores, was Otterbein’s superior, put
up a game fight, never halting in the uphill battle until the final whistle blew.
However, costly fumbles marred the otherwise even work of our team, and
possibly prevented us from scoring several times.
Ruhlman’s work at left tackle was of the bulldog order, while Schumacher
was a good ground-gainer whenever he had the ball in his possession. At fullback, Welch played in his usual brilliant style, and his clever defensive tactics
probably prevented .the Earlham eleven from rolling up a higher score. To
describe each player’s individual worth in this game would be a tremendous
task, as every one played brilliantly.
Earlham’s work was spectacular at all times. They resorted to every formation known to football, coupled with a variety of trick plays and fake passes,
in order to wipe out the drubbing administered to their Reserves last year.
For the visitors the bright, particular work of the aftenoon was that of Regan,

the Earlham captain, who is undoubtedly one of the best stars of the gridiron
seen in Dayton in years.
The teams’ line-up was as follows:
St. Mary’s—Bevan, 1. e.; Ruhlman, 1. t.; Berghoff, 1. g.; Werder, c; Blair, r. g.:
Quinlan, r. t.; Fogarty, Rottermann, r. e.; Mahrt, gq. b.; Sacksteder, 1. h.;
Welch (Capt.), Rotterman, f.b.; Schumacher, r.h.
Earlham University—Lancaster, Winslow, 1. e.; Kelsey, 1. t.; Murray, Painter,
l. g.; C.. Jones, L. Jones, c.; Lamb, Benn, r. g.; Stanley, r. t.; Furnas, Johnson,
e.; Regan (Capt.), q. b.; Bogue, Trueblood, 1, h.; Brownell, f. b.: Vickery, r. h,
ST. MARY’S CADETS.

The Cadet Athletic Association has reorganized for 1911-12, and bids fair
to out-do the glory of former years by achieving one long string of successes
in every department of popular sport.

Harry B. Solimano, who, since the foundation of this flourishing association, has been its main guiding factor, was elected to the presidency by the
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unanimous vote of the members. For vice president was chosen one who has
had ample experience in this capacity, Alphonse Mahrt. Our retiring executive,
Albert Hochwalt, was chosen secretary in recognition of his ability in this line,
while James Hall, our past treasurer, was reélected by unanimous vote to fill
this position a second term. The business-managership will be ably taken care of by Mr. Al. Gessler, who is a past master at this responsibility.
FOOTBALL.
Confident of retaining their former hold on the 140-lb. championship of the
city, and eventually that of southern Ohio, the ambitious Cadets have again
entered an eleven on the gridiron, which promises to outshine those of former
years, Added to the splendid material on hand, practically all of last year’s
stars, with a few promising recruits, the experienced and scientific drilling of
Coaches Clark and Solimano, is bound to produce nothing short of a world-

beating team.

—

S. M. Cadets—0O
Without having previously had the advantage of a scrimvs.
mage, the plucky Cadets entered in a game with the Norwoods,

Norwocd—0

a heavier aggregation, on Sunday, October 29, at Cadet Park,

and succeeded in emerging with honors by a 0 to 0 score. Notwithstanding
their crippled condition, our boys put up a stubborn fight and were successful
in holding the terrific onrushes of their opponents’ heavy backs, twice for the
three downs, notably on the one- and five-yard lines.

SECOND DIVISION.
The football season has now opened for good in the Junior Division. Bro.
John, Prefect, has left nothing undone in order to secure a winning team, and
it was not without difficulty that the team of ’11 was picked because of the
amount of excellent material on hand. The Juniors have been very fortunate
in obtaining the services of Bro. Hallameyer, an able and experienced coach, and
it is due to his great interest and untiring efforts that such a formidable team
was formed.

Juniors—3
vs.

Monitors—O

On Sunday, October 8, the Junior team met and defeated
the strong Monitor team before a large and appreciative audi-

ence by the score of 3 to 0.

Although greatly outweighed

py the visitors, our boys showed tact and speed, which surprised even
their closest followers. ‘Big Bill’ Avery, our giant fullback, was good for a
gain at almost any time. The forward pass was seldom used, owing to the
' slippery condition of the field. The Monitors tried line plunges on several occasions, but.the compact line of the Juniors was too much for them. The victory
is due in a large measure to the excellent judgment shown by Quarterback Hart.
When at the thirty-yard-line Reitemeier was called upon for a drop kick, and
he responded by sending the ball clearly through the center of the posts for
the lone tally of the game. The game was marked throughout by penalties,.
the visitors being the chief offenders. The Juniors’ line-up was as follows:
Gulinski, De Maro, Weaver, Smirnoff, Fred Avery, Wm. Avery (Capt.), Mahoney, Reitemeir, Greiwe, Cullen, Bahlman, Schuchert, Leo Weaver, Mayer, and
Sourd.

‘

E. Gross.
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THIRD DIVISION.
Football holds sway in this division, a stiff workout and scrimmage being
the daily routine of practice for the gridders, made up of the Regulars and
Reserves. The coach, Ed. Purpus, is very enthusiastic over the showing made
by his teams thus far in practice, and he predicts that his proteges will more
than hold their own when lined up against any eleven their weight.
The
Regulars have not as yet been brought face to face with a real struggle, but the
Reserves have acquired a little experience in their exciting battle with the
Minims, in which game neither team were able to place the pigskin between
the goal posts.
J. WINDBIEL, 716...
FOURTH DIVISION.

3d Reserves—o

Th Minims who have always upheld the honors of their

VS.
division, in all -branches of athletics, have again entered a
Minims—0
formidable team upon the football field, and if present indications point true, they will make the best of Dayton’s elevens, at their weight,
hustle to hold their own, Clarence Braun, of the Junior Division, has undertaken to coach this aggressive eleven, and with his keeping them always on
the jump, and a little more experience, their fendest hopes will be realized.

Chippewas-——5

‘First game was played October 8.

Here brought to oppose an

vs.
eleven having the advantage of more weight, the minims surMinims—21
prised their most ardent admirers by holding them to a scoreless tie in a nip-and-tuck contest. On October 19, the Minims again emerged
the victors in a game with the Chippewas by the score of 21 to 5. The visitors
scored their lone touchdown in the first quarter, after which the game was
all Minims. Gaynor, their star quarterback, featured as the hero of the game,
by a forty-yard run for a touchdown. Pohlman, Leininger, and Golden did brilliant work, while Rice and Emmanuel starred for the opposing team.
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RAINIER OF THE LAST FRONTIER, by JOHN M. DEAN. _New York,
Thomas Y. Crowell Co: 1911. 373 pp., $1.20, net.
A well-written story with a plot that is rapid in its development and with
descriptions that have a good bit of local coloring. The scene is laid in the
Philippine Islands during the Insurrecto troubles, and the theme is the regeneration of depraved soldiers by means of the Y. M..C. A. Clarke Rainier, after a
number of thrilling adventures, landed at Ilo-Ilo, and after a long interior struggle, was induced to take up the praiseworthy social work of the Y. M. C. A.
at Lo-Ilo. The touch-stone of Rainer’s success was the conversion of one Rod
Garrison, a “bino”’ man, a friend of drink. Needless to say, Rainier succeeded,
aud that because he knew human nature and handled Rod wisely and prudently.
Incidentally a charming romance is introduced with Miss Benicia
Royce as the heroine. The book reads well and the interest never lags.
THE NE’ER-DO-WELL, by REX BEACH.
1911.

New York, Harper and Brothers.

402 pp., $1.25.

History, as it is made at present in Central America, and specifically in the
Panama Canal Zone, affords the stage of this novel. The “Ne’er-Do-Well” is a
New Yorker, the son of the great financier Kirk. In a drunken stupor the
young hopeful is “shanghaid” and sent to Panama by his companions. Adventure follows closely on the heels of the young man and romance cannot but
help to eliven things. If the topic of infidelity were not so strongly accentuated,
we would like to give our unqualified approval to this otherwise well-conceived
novel,
NOBODY’S, by VIRGINIA DEMAREST.
Brothers.

1911.

New York and London, Harper and

337 pp., $1.20, net.

This is a pathetic love story of the Tennessee post-bellum days. The negro,
‘ whether pure-blooded or but slightly tainted, is a degraded, despised, and insulted
being amongst the hardy mountaineers and moonshiners, and amongst all other
classes of whites, rich and poor, good and bad. The heroine of the story is
Céleste, who is claimed by the mulattress, Mam’ Ansee, as her child. But her
body and mind show no traces of tainted blood. She is an adept in painting,
embroidery, and music, is well read, is as beautiful as Helen, and possesses a

heart full of tenderness and candor. She is too good for the blacks, and too
lowly for the whites; hence she is Nobody’s. Céleste is at first protected and
befriended,

and

afterwards

loved

by

Gordon

Hartley,

the son

of

a

wealthy

Southern planter. The reader is kept in suspense as to whether love will be
able to surmount the gigantic obstacle in its path.
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I FASTEN A BRACELET, by DAVID POTTER.
cott Company, 1911. 273 pp., $1.25.

pee premny J. B. Lippin-

This little romance, covering the brief period of three days, arouses and
baffles our curiosity for a long time, the author leading us gradually into what
develops into a very clever and original plot. Style and story are both clean
and combine to make'a novel that affords a few hours of healthy recreation.

AT GOOD OLD SIWASH, by GEORGE FITCH. Boston, Little, Brown and
Company.
1911.309 pp., $1.25.
A volume filled to overflowing with some of the best college stories ever
written. Any one who has ever read Fitch will know how well he can tickle
:
us into a smile or laugh and how he can make us sit up in admiration of his
inventiveness. of plot and figures of speech. If you are a college man and have
the “blues,” go to “Good Old Siwash.”
A PERSON OF SOME IMPORTANCE, by LLOYD OSBOURNE. Indianapolis,
. The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1911. 329 pp., $1.25.
We all recall the tragic death of Prince Rudolph of Austria. The author supposes that a valet strikingly resembling the Prince was killed and that the
Prince, under cover of this resemblance, fled with his paramour to an unknown island of the South Seas. The present Austrian Emperor is pictured as
searching the world for his son, whose escape has become known. Woven into
this conception is the love story of Matt Broughton, companion and erstwhile
business manager of the Prince. It has been justly said that “A Person of Importance” is a “book of importance.”

SECRETARY OF FRIVOLOUS AFAIRS, by MAY FUTRELLE.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1911. 311 pp., $1.25.

Indianapolis,

Not at all frivolous as the title would indicate. .It is an invigorating and
refreshing romance, written in a-brisk and dashy style and enlivened by dialogue that is crisp, snappy, racy. When Mr, Codman died he left his two daughters nothing but their self-respect and a good name. Soon after this, Loulie
Codman is made Secretary of Frivolous Affairs to Mrs. Hazard, a rich old lady
with a charming daughter and a handsome son, “the best tackle Harvard ever

had.” Loulie’s duty consisted in being the social polish to Mis. Hazard's circle,
the social stick to stir it up, the guardian angel to watch over Mrs. Hazard’s
offspring and the social adjustable peg to fit into the usually dull summer season
in the country. A mighty big job that, for the heroine. But she is capable, and
she is pretty.

In her capacity as secretary, she gets into a mess of difficulties

relating especially to wholesale robberies of jewels and art treasurers, but
all
turns out charmingly in the end.
THE RED FOX’S SON, by EDGAR M. DILLEY.

pany..

1911.

Boston, L. C. Page and Com

363 pp., $1.50.

A splendid story written with dash and vigor, brimful of interest and crowded

with thrills and adventure. The book is written with such strength and conviction that we thought we were reading an historical novel, but a search into
our atlas revealed the fact that Bharbazona is but a myth. But that did not
at all detract from the interest. We simply read and read, and when we turned
over the last page of the L’Envoi we heaved a sigh of relief that all was v
ell.”
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-The plot revolves about the succession to the throne of the mythical Bharbazona. The Red Fox’s child for twenty years plays the double roll of both prince
and princess, but on coronation day the true condition of affairs is disclosed.
Then follow in rapid succession thrills and adventures of such a character that
hold the reader spellbound. Fascinating is the best term we could apply to the
tale.
AT THE AGE OF EVE, by KATE TRIMBLE SHARBER.

Bobbs-Merrill Company.

1911.

Indianapolis.

The

354 pp., $1.25, net.

In this book, Ann Fielding, the heroine, tells us with charming naivete a
whole lot about herself when she was “at the age of Eve,” the age of lovesickness. She had neglected Alfred Morgan, who loved her truly, honestly, and

purely, for the gubernatorial candidate of that year, Richard Chalmers.

Fortu-

nate for her, that she got to see through Richard Chalmers before she had taken
the momentous step and that she found Alfred Morgan the same staunch, loyal
lover that he had been from boyhood days. There are a number of digressions
from the main’ plot, but that may be excused in consideration of the fact that
the book is written in the form of a journal. The style is simple and abounds
in flashes of humor.
,
7
ST. ANSELM (“The Notre Dame” Series of Lives of the Saints).
B. Herder. - 1911. 287 pp.,.$1,25,

St. Louis,

A very fine book, full of fascination from first to last. A “life” such as this
is peculiarly fitted for the present day to refute the notion, ever lurking here
and there, and sometimes openly expressed, that people who “do things’ are
not to be sought among the “slow,” “comfortable” saints of the Middle Ages,
especially not among those formed and fashioned after monastic ideals. St.
Anselm is shown to have been one of the great men not only of his ow time,
but of all time. The author of the present work claims little if any originality
for his effort, having based himself mainly upon Eadmer’s “Life of St. Anselm,”
and other literature dealing with the times in which the Saint lived. The publishers have gotten the work out in very fine style. Seven illustrations add to
the attractiveness of the book.
THE LIFE OF VENERABLE FRANCIS LIBERMANN, by G. LEE, C. 8.
Sp.

St. Louis, B. Herder.

1911.

321 pp., $1.50.

The history of this interesting convert from Judaism is here presented in a
mest attractive manner.
Father Libermann was certainly one of the noted
figures in the splendid array of converts to the Church in the nineteenth cen- ,
tury. In the book before us, Father Lee has traced a fine description of the
various periods in Father Libermann’s career—as a youth before and after his
conversicn, as a seminarian, as a priest, as a founder, and asa missionary. The
saintly traits of his character are described with great detail, special
stress being

laid. on his spirit of faith, his absolute unworldliness, his great charity and
devotedness, his skill in spiritual direction, etc. Many of hs letters to penitents

and others are quoted in full or in part, and they are delightful reading.
A fine
illustration (frontispiece) entitled “Ven. Libermann on His Deathbed,”’
adds

much to the makeup of the book, which in all other respects is also high grade.
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LOUISE AUGUSTA LECHMERE, by her son, THE REV. HENRY D’ARRAS,.
8S. J. Translated by Mrs. Frederick Raymond-Barker, from “Une Anglaise Convertie.” New York, Benziger Brothers. 1911. 217 pp., 90 cents, net.
A charming biography of a noble woman, charmingly told by her reverend
son.

The volume is full of interest on every page.

The narrative by Madame

Lechmere herself, entitled ““My Conversion,’ which is incorporated in the biography, is touching, and portrays most vividly the trials of converts to the
Church in those early days. The remainder of the book in which the letters of
Madame Lechmere figure quite conspicuously, is the recital of an eventful and

holy life.

It must have been a keen pleasure to Father D’Arras to write this

biography, even though it had not been for publication, and he has conferred a
distinct favor on English Catholic readers in sending forth among them the
inspiration that emanates

from its pages.

Several

fine illustrations enhance

the value of the very meritorious book.
THE LIFE OF UNION WITH OUR DIVINE LORD, by the ABBE F. MAUCOURANT, Translated from the French. New York, Benziger Brothers. 1911.
202 pp., 60 cents net.
This is a series of thirty meditations on the subjects best calcukated to
promote a loving union of the soul with Jesus. The meditations are short
but very beautiful and practical. The best spiritual writers have been freely
drawn upon in compiling them. Priests and religious as weil as fervent Christians in the world will find this book a most welcome source of inspiration for
mental prayer, and a fine spiritual reading. The mechanical details in the makeup of the book are of the usual enxcellent grade to which the publishers
have long since accustomed us.
DAY UNTO DAY, by LOUIS HOWLAND.
Company. 1911. 286 pp., $1.00.

Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill

This is a collection of very readable essays which originally appeared in the
Indianapolic News under the title Case and Comment.
The subjects treated
cover a wide range though they might be classified mostly under religion and
ethics. Several of the essays are singularly beautiful, e. g., “The Advent Message,” “A Christmas Talk,’ “The Problem of Prayer,’ Some of them contain
statements in which the Catholic reader must make considerable allowance for
the writer’s “point of view.” All in all, the book is likely to appeal chiefly to
the “Inner circle’ of the author’s friends, to whom also it is dedicated.
THE TEACHERS’ PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY, by GHORGE TRUMBULL
LADD, D.D., LL.D.

New York, Funk and Wagnalls Company.

331 pp., $1.25.

This is a book of great interest for the teacher. The ideals of the profession
as well as its responsibilities and possibilities and dealt with in a spirit that
appeals to the earnest reader. The author divides his subject into fifteen chapters,

which are distributed

among

four

“Parts”

entitled:

“The

Function

of

the Teacher,’ “The Equipment of the Teacher,” “The Chief Ideals of the
Teacher,” “The Teacher’s Relation to Society and State.” In his “Preface” the
author makes a significant statement, which all

acquainted with the subject

heartily endorse: “In this country there has been slowly gathering a conviction
that our system of education from the public schools of primary grades to the
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graduate and professional schools connected with our universities, has not
been productive, as it should be, of the right sort of men and women to conduct
safely and wisely and righteously the affairs of Church and State.” The book
before us is an attempt, and a very praiseworthy one, to show teachers their
part in improving the conditions so justly criticised. The words “Function,”
“Equipment,” and ‘Ideals,’ have often been applied in pedagogical literature,
but never more effectually than in the book before us. It should be a ‘“‘vademecum” for all engaged in the teaching profession, even though the references
to the supernatural and religious element be very vague. A very praiseworthy
feature of the book is the insistence on the “personal” and “moral” element in
teaching. The effect of a serious study of the book ought to be a determined
“species of conduct” for the teacher in order to effect a ‘“‘species of conduct”
in his wards.
REASON AND SENTIMENT, by DR. PAUL DUBOIS.
in the Aula of the University of Berne, March 3, 1910.

An Address Delivered
New York, Funk and

Wagnalls Company. 1911. 82 pp., 50 cents, net.
An interesting discussion on the place of reason and sentiment as determining
factors in human actions. There is a practical side to the discussion besides the
merely academic one, and those in charge of the young will read the learned
author’s dissertation with an interest in direct proportion to the seriousness
with which they view their calling. All this is not saying that every reader will
agree with every statement advanced by the author. The mechanical get-up of
the book is first rate.
;
THE FOLLOWING OF THE STAR, by FLORENCE L. BARCLAY.. New York,
G. P. Putnam’s Sons. 1911. 426 pp., $1.35, net.
“The Following of the Star” is a fit companion-novel to “The Rosary,” and
“The Mistress of Shenstone.” It is a splendid Christmas story, written with
all the power, sweetness, and literary finish that characterized the author’s other
works, Again the theme is love—love of the sweetest, tenderest kind; love so
complete that it must bring with it self-abnegation and a mingling of pain with
its bliss. When the Rev. David Rivers preached his Epiphany sermon in the
little village church of Brambledene his words struck at least one sympathetic
soul—that of the proud, wealthy, willful Diana Rfvers.

The story deals prin-

cipally with these two people, and the manner in which the author develops
their characters and works out the climax of the story, gives untold pleasure
to the novel-reader.

THE NINE-TENTHS, by JAMES OPPENHEIM.
Brothers. 1911. 320 pp., $1.25.

New York, Harper and

The the Labor and Capital question is too big a question to handle, and that
reform in this matter is not the work of one strike or of several strikes, but
that it will take unnumbered forces—education, health-work, engenics, townplanning, philanthropy, etc., to accomplish it, is the burden of this novel. The
story is brimful of life—life as lived by the ‘“nine-tenths” of men; and it is
its humanness that will appeal to the reader. The author paints pictures that
are at times fearful, at times sweet; the style is strong and direct and the characters are splendidly drawn. The scene is laid in New York and the author
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skillfully builds the plot around the big New York fire in which so many girls
lost their lives, and the great shirtwaist workers strike. “The Nine-Tenths” is
a strong book, a book that will grip the attention of almost any novel reader.
THE NEW BOOK OF ANIMALS, AN ALBUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, written by HORACE G. GROSER. Boston, Dana Estes and Company. 1911. 326 pp.,
$2.50.
Mr. Horace Groser’s “New Book of Animals” is one of the most instructive
- and interesting books on the subject we have seen for many a day. Although
there is no pretense of imparting scientific information, the stories of animal
life and habits are accurately described and should facilitate the study of Zoology and natural history, The illustrations are numerous,there being no less
than eighty-nine, eight of them being colored. Thirty-one of the larger animals
are described with their peculiarities, traits, and habits. This book is a very
valuable contribution to juvenile literature and will be highly appreciated by
youthful readers.

THE NEW BOOK OF BIRDS, AN ALBUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, by
HORACE G. GROSER. Boston, Dana Estes and Company. 1911. 309 pp., $2.50
This book is a companion volume to the preceding one equal to it in all
respects. It contains forty-three illustrations, twelve of which are beautifully
colored. The book is not a scientific text, but a popular treatise on some of the
more interesting features of bird land, and relates anecdotes that appeal vividly
to the imagination of the young. To be sure, birds and beasts are so numerous
that two volumes will hardly tell us all about all of them, but our candid criticism is that Mr. Groser has made a judicious selection of birds and animals, and
he has described them accurately, interestingly, and artistically.
A MANUAL OF DEBATE, by RALPH W. THOMAS. A.M.
cincinnati, Chicago, American Book Company.
1910.
224 pp.

New York, Cin-

This volume is truly what the author calls it in his introduction—“a compact
manual for beginers in debate.” It is clearly outlined, making it within the
grasp of the academic or collegiate student.

The question, the preparation, the

debate, the order of the argument, as well as general considerations and the
expression in debate are well interpreted and clearly and logically taught.
No
effort is made to avoid the details of the forms and their refutations; and all
difficulties, that would appear as such to beginners, are intelligently and clearly
set forth. The analysis of Burke’s Speech on Conciliation is used to illustrate
the logical forms used in argumentation and debate. Briefs for Head-On
De. bates, with references for the preparation of the affirmative and negative
of
the question cover many pages, and should prove a great aid to young debating
societies as well as schools and colleges where debating and public speaking
is taught. The book will find itself much in demand in these days when liter-

ary societies are essential accompaniments of our courses of English in

academies and colleges.

j

AN INTRODUCTION TO. THE ENGLISH CLASSICS, by WILLIAM P.
TRENT, CHARLES L. HANSON, WILLIAM T. BREWSTER. Boston, Ginn
and Company. 1911. 298 pp., $1.25.

There are many volumes on the market that treat of the study of the English
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However, we feel tat this new volume hasa clear title to existence.

Unlike many others that glance at a particular phase of a classic, e. g., a study
of one or two of the main characters, this volume essays to show just how to
get at the study of a classic, and outlines what should be covered@n the effort
to understand the classic. The introduction, the setting, the story and incidents,
the characters, the construction and style, and the author’s life and work, are
the points distinctly outlined and treated for all classics. Special topics for discussion, or for themes, are given under each of the above points, and standard
works are suggested to furnish the material for their development. Novels and
romances, poems chiefly narrative, dramatic poetry, narrative and desciptive
prose, descriptive and lyric poetry, expository and agumentative pose are represented by eight or ten classics characteristic of each particula kind of literature. We do not hesitate to recommend this volume to teachers and students,
for it bears evidence of being the fruit of extensive experience in teaching and
great acquaintance with books of reference.
THE WAY THAT LEADS TO GOD, Practical Counsels for those who aspire
atfer true piety, by the ABBE A. SAUDREAU, translated from the French by
LENORA L. YORKE SMITH. London, R. and T. Washbourne, Ltd. 1911. 344
pp., 5 shillings.
What the object of the author was in writing this book is best seen from his
own words: “Spiritual reading supplies one of the most efficacious means of
sanctification. How many priests and religions, how many persons living in
the world, realize that if they have bee able to maintain themselves and even to
make some progress in the love of God, they owe it to the encouragements, the
exhortations, and the counsels of those silent friends called books!” The book
of the Abbé Saudreau is a mine of excellent spiritual reading. In a single volume he has treated practically all the subjects with which those who are
* striving after perfection must be more or less familiar. The translation of
Mrs. F. Yorke Smith is of rare merit, and the book ought to go far towards
meeting the wants of a large class of readers among English speaking Catholics, both in the religious state and in the world,
THE SUMMA THEOLOGICA OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS, Part I. Literally
translated by Fathers of the English Dominican Province. FIRST NUMBER
(QQ. I.—xXXVI.) London, R. and T. Washbourne, Ltd. 1911. 361 pp., 6 shillings, net,
All students of philosophy and theology will hail with the greatest enthusiasm
the appearance of St. Thomas’ monumental “Summa Theologica” in a “literal
and clear’ English garb. The first volume opens with an English version of
Leo XIII’s encyclical, ““Aeterni Patris,’ followed by a short biographical sketch
of the saint.. After this comes a clear exposition of Scholastic Philosophy
and the Methed of St. Thomas.
The last of the Ixxxvi pages (which may
be

called a

“Foreward,’

and

a

very

scholarly

and

imminous

one

at

that)

offer explanations of certain difficulties met with in the “Summa” and lead
up to the discussion of the first twenty-six questions.
It were the height of
folly on our

part to attempt a “review” of the work .of a master-mind and

genius as St. Thomas was, when Pontiffs have placed the seal of approval
on his writings. It only remains for us to state that the English brethren of
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the Angelic Doctor will have rendered an invaluable service to the Church when
they have completed the translation of the “Summa.” The very first volume
convinces all sincere students that it is “worth the while.” The mechanical
make-up ofthe book is of the best order. May the “Summa” hasten the day
when metaphysics, the most real of sciences, will be given the honorable and
exalted place it once held, from which unfortunately it has been driven by
foolish prejudice. But for all that, “it is used, yet not recognized; employed,
but not avowed.” In short, here is “a book which has formed universities, nourished doctors, presided at Councils.”’

CHILDREN OF TO-MORROW, by CLARA E. LAUGHLIN.
Scribner’s Sons. 1911. 446 pp., $1.30, net.

New York.

Chas.

“Children of To-Morrow” is a complete tale. It is the story of a governor
who lived in an age of strikes. A man who had his human weaknesses—but
had in many things a more than human strength. Though wife and children
were at home in the mansion, he in the state-house loved another. While they
simply loved, they harmed every one dear to them in ways undreamed of by
their children. He expiates by death, and she by distress. That a man wins
more for “the cause” by his death than by his eloquence or power, is set forth
in the two great themes of the book. Running through the story like a hidden
serpent is the lesson that a parent’s sin will be the children’s curse.
STORIES OF THE SCOTTISH BORDERS, by MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM
PLATT.
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company.
1911.
256 pp., $1.50.
With sixteen full-page illustrations by M. Meredith Williams.

The authors have retold in a most artistic setting, forty-eight stirring stories
of the Scottish border. Every page is redolent of the romantic, native to Scottish air. The atmosphere of the book carries a person to the picturesque at
the same time bold and rough. Each story couches some episode of bravery,
love, or mystery, in a manner as to appeal to the reader. We cannot help admiring those devoted religious leaders Ninian, Cuthbert, and Bede, as well as the
bravery of the lady-warrior, “Black Agnes of Dunbar.” Who will not be touched
by the story of “Fair Helen of Kirkconnell’” and weep after the “Flodden,” and
lament with the “Border Widow’? Who is wanting in sympathy with Queen
Mary and the bold Kinmont Willie? The stories are preceded by a valuable
introduction, both instructive and interesting. To every lover of Scott, and
to him in whom there breathes some chivalry, no matter how rustic, this book
will prove a garden of delights.

GOLD, FRANKINCENSE, AND MYRRH, by A. BORINI.

ziger Brothers.

1911.

New York.

Ben-

83 pp., 30 cents.

A little story of three convent graduates.
The book is a loosely connected
trio of tales, in which the gold of love, the frankincense of fame, and the myrrh
of sorrow are dealt out to “Sister Angela’s girls,’ Nora Delaney, Cyrilla Leslie,
and Mary Tremaine. The narratives are interesting and full of good lessons.
THE PECKS IN CAMP, by A. T. DUDLEY.

ard Company.

1911,

Boston, Lothrop, Lee and Shep-

335 pp., $1.25.

This is the eighth volume of “Phillips Exeter Series” by Mr. Dudley, an
expert in writing athletic stories of schools. The Peck twins are very hard to
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distinguish apart, and profit of the fact as most roguish lads would do. The
book does not attempt at describing a camp or at “running” one; it is simply
a story of boyish life and fun and sport in a summer camp, and the rivalry
created between the two lodges in which the Pecks and other “miscreants” live.
There is not a dull page in any of the twenty-four chapters.
CHASED ACROSS THE PAMPAS, by EDWARD STRATEMEYER. — Boston,
Lothrop, Lee, and Shepherd Company.
1911.
329. pp., $1.25.

This is the sixth and last volume of “Pan-American Series.”

Its other title

is “American. Boys in Argentina, and Homeward Bound.” It is a thrilling, exciting story from start to finish. They are pursued by some gouchos, who wish
to capture them for a ransom. We rush with the boys over the pampas, the
fiery plains, we encounter wild beasts and stampeded cattle. The characteristics
of the large cities are vividly pictured and the customs of the people described.
Mr. Stratemeyer has completed a fine series of juveniles: we hope that his
creative imagination is still “full of fancies.”
FOUR BOYS IN THE YOSEMITE VALLEY, by EVERETT T. TOMLINSON.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee, and Shepherd Company.
1911.
405 pp., $1.50.
Here is a book full of the adventures and experiences of four boys that spent
their summer vacation in one of the grandest spots of creation, the Yosemite
Valley.
We almost experience with them the danger of climbing crag and
cliff, and mountain peak, and again we share in their frolic and amusement.
The tale is made instructive by some historical elements, the discovery of the
valley, the Indians, the 49ers. Exciting is not sensational, therefore we pronounce the book “interesting and instructive.”
ON THE CINDER PATH, or ARCHIE HARTLEY’S FIRST YEAR AT DORCHESTER, by ARTHUR DUFFEY.

pany.

Boston, Lothrop, Lee, and Shepard Com-

T911;-366-pp.,- $1.25.

Titles sometimes mislead, and in the present instance, the second title serves
as a valuable addition to the first, for this book is not merely ont to teach boys
how to run. The cinder path is only one of the many issues of American colleges like Dorchester. Mr. Arthur Duffy was the champion sprinter of the world
from 1901 to 1905, and is well qualified to teach boys how to run, and then
some other things.

The book is full of life and movement, it .does not over-

estimate the importance of college athletics, but shows how physical, mental, and
moral conditions interact upon each other.

LARRY BURKE, SOPHOMORE, by FRANK I. ODELL.
Lee, and Shepard Company. 1911. 379 pp., $1.25.

Boston, Lothrop,

This book is the second volume of the “Larry Burke Books,” its predecessor
being “Lary Burke, Freshman.’”’.

We may imagine there is some more “doin’ ”

among the Sophs than among the Freshies.

It is a well-known fact that studies

are pretty much the same all over, and a merely accidental description of
them occurs in most works of fiction destined for college and high school
libraries.

‘Larry’ Burke was not at Rockwood merely for the fun of it and to

“make” the various teams.

He is a “bona fide” student, and in addition, is a

leader in social and athletic circles.

We might make exceptions to “hazing, as
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a fine art.” In other respects the conditions described obtain in most American
colleges and are typical of them. In Larry Burke, many a reader will live his
college days over, and feel a keen enthusiasm and loyalty for Alma Mater.

STUORE, by MICHAEL EARLS, 8. J. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Benziger Brothers. 1911. 251 pp., $1.00.
“Stuore” contains seven Catholic short stories, several of which have been
reprinted from the Ave Maria and Benziger’s Magazine. “Stuore” is the Italian
word for “Mats.” In olden times the Bazilian monks employed some of the
brief intervals between the hours of prayer and of stated labor in some lighter
occupation, such as the weaving of mats. These stories, the lighter labors of
Father Earls, are his literary mats.
The sweet and homely ‘For Assessor: John Desmond,” the weird “The Apparition to Ernest Marcy,” the thrilling “The Message of the Burglar’s Letter,”
are outshone, though bright, by “The Place of Purgatory,’ the shortest story,
comprising about twenty pages.
This story transports us from our prosaic,
every-day surroundings to the old ruins, and the mountains, and the moors of
Ireland; to the crumbling Irish abbey of Athenry, with its high walls, its
broken pillars and arches, and the birds hoppin’ in and out o’ the ivy; to the
old-fashioned New England fireplace, with its huge pieces of turf as ornaments
at the side, beside which Mat Magrath, an Irishman of many winters, is telling

the story, “The Place of Purgatory” to an interested youth, in his own impressive way, with all the pauses and the solemn whisperings,
CHILDREN OF THE GAEL, by UFARLO"TE DEASE. New York.
Eenziger Brothers. 1911. 196 pp., 75 cents.
:
A ‘collection of eight admirable Irish short stories. That they have already
appeared in the pages of the Month, and Irish Rosary, is evidence to their
literary worth. To every admirer of Irish life the stories will present a humor
and a witchery offered by one redolent of the native heather.

KATHERINE
Herder.

1911.

OF THE BARGE, by MADGE BLUNDELL.

St.

Louis, B.

103 pp., 50 cents.

Though a short novel, “Katherine of the Barge,” is a tale of considerable
interest and certainly not a little charm. The heroine is an Italian, a child
of the soil, with a character of charming simplicity and lovable personality.
The barge is her home.
Her married life, with its vicissitudes, makes the
reader pleased to have read the book.
THE FRUITFUL VINE, by ROBERT HICHENS.
1911. 524 pp., $1.40, net.

New York, Frederick A.

Stokes Co.

This novel, by the author of “The Garden of Allah,” is rather lengthy and

the cast of characters is extraordinary large; but it is interesting because it is
a strong portrayal of life, with its motives and longings, its tragedy and comedy.
The author has introduced quite a number of dramatic scenes, and he knows

‘The Fruitful Vine’ has to do with the life-story of
how to handle them, too.
Sir Theodore Connynge and his beautiful wife, Dolores.
When, after ten years
of wedded life, they had not been blessed with children, the love between the
couple becomes cold.

There follows all the unhappiness, the unrest, the gossip

of scandal-mongers, the temptations of unscrupulous persons consequent upon
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such an estrangement.
Of course, things end up satisfactorily, although the
author uses a very peculiar and extraordinary means of bringing about the
reconciliation.
Throughout the pages of the book we are treated with splendid
pictures of the high society of Rome with its brilliancy, its small-talk, its gossip,
and its scandals, and with a variety of characters sufficient to fill three or more
ordinary novels.
The great fault we would find with the book, from a literary
standpoint, is its voluminousness, for its voluminousness probably caused the
author to lose track of his plot at times and to miss chances for splendid
developments.
THE SOUNDLESS TIDE, by F. E. CRICHTON.
New York, The Baker &
Taylor Co.
1911.
328 pp., $1.20, net.
This story is a charming and simple picture of Irish village life. In its chaste
portrayal of scenes and characters it forcibly puts one in mind of Longfellow’s
“Evangeline.”
To the Connswater folk with their intensely human joys and
sorrows, wit and humor, these lines might be aptly applied:
“Men whose lives glided on like rivers that water the woodlands,
Darkened by shadows of earth, but reflecting an image of heaven.”
The images of Patty and Helen with their halo of simplivity, sympathy and
force, appeal to the reader as having something very akin to all that is human.
Their memory remains enshrined in the mind as the types of the “eternal feminine.”
One cannot but admire the heroic and chivalric conduct of the Colonel
towards his cold, self-centred wife.
The story is humorous, lively, picturesque,
sparkling with laughter and wit.
THE DEMPSEY DIAMONDS, by ALLEN ARNOT.
Company.
1911.
328 pp., $1.25.

New York, John Lane

This interesting novel is a pretty love story that revolves about the Dempsey
Diamonds as the point of mystery.
There is a happy union of the quaint, the
common place, and the unique, all the more interesting by contrast.
There isa
quiet, restful feeling that overcomes the reader as he peruses this tale that hangs
over two old homesteads in a small Scottish village.
As the story goes on, and
the tangled tale of love is unraveled, we close the book, pleased with the author’s

“resolution,” and better and happier and more contented with life, for the company we have kept for a few hours.
There is no hurry and bustle in the tale,
but a slow evolution in keeping with the characters of the quiet little village,
and, with all, interest never lags.
Heart interest, that secret something that.
some authors can control, is under the complete masterly of Allen Arnot.
A
story with the plot well chosen, a story worth treasuring up, and a story well
told is that of The Dempsey Diamonds.
THE LIFTED LATCH, by GHORGE VANE.
bOLLS

New York, John Lane Company.

+371 6-pps $1.25:

The plot of this sad tale is briefly summed up in the author’s quotation from
Emerson:

“The specific stripes may follow late after the offense, but they follow

it, because they accompany it.

Crime and punishment grow out of one stem.”

An innocent American girl, Miss Ramsey, falls into the hands of Duke Tran, an
Italian nobleman, and passes through many trials, seemingly pursued by some
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evil genius of misfortune.

The actors in the sad drama are brought together

by the same freak of fate, when injured innocence strikes the blow at retaliation.
Duke Tana, dying, repents, and reinstates his disowned child,
that peace and happiness fate had denied him for so long.
book is suggestive, for it teaches how we should “beware of
which we cannot close, for much evil will ‘‘be let loose by the
headlessly the latch of the Gate to Knowledge.”

who at last finds
The title of the
opening a door”
hand which lifts

SAINT PIUS: V., POPE OF THE HOLY ROSARY, by VU. M. ANTONY, with
Preface by the Very Rev. Monsignor Benson, M.A. New York, Longmans, Green
& Co.
1911.
114 pp., 50 cents.
This is one of the six volumes of the “Friar Saints,’ and, possibly, the most
interesting of the series.
St. Pius V. lived in eventful times, and was certainly
the leading figure in those times—a maker of history.
The volume before us
tells of the saint’s history and his many-sided career.
It is written in excellent
style and makes most interesting reading.
Perhaps the most stirring event in
the holy Pontiff’s career is the Battle of Lepanto.
This is described with great
detail and skill.
Attention is also called to the special devotions of Pius V. to

the Mother of God, and to the fact that the title, “Help of Christians,” originated
with him.
The relations between England and the Holy See during the reign
of Pius V. is treated at considerable length, the excommunication of Elizabeth
forming the chief item.
The careful and unbiased reader will learn much from
the book, above all the great principle of what might be termed “historical
perspective’’—judging men of other times by the customs and laws of their own
time.
ST. JOHN CAPISTRAN, by FR. VINCENT FITZGERALD, O.F.M.
Longmans, Green & Co.
1911. 115 pp., 50 cents.

New York,

As stated in the Preface of this volume, “the author’s aim has been to make a
great Saint more widely known among English-speaking Catholics; a Saint who
is popularly venerated in the Church at large, and especially in Italy, France,
and Austria-Hungary, the scenes of his labors and triumphs.” The book before
us is certainly a fine recital of the life and labors and triumphs ofthis great

Saint ,who “deservedly ranks among the holiest men, the most apostolic preachers, and the noblest heroes whose lives adorn the annals of the Church.”
St.
John Capistran was a saint of marvels from the earliest known period of his
career to the time of his holy death.
In the biography before us this trait is
duly noted.
He was also a great figure in the history of his time, and his part
in the victory of Belgrade forms an interesting and stirring chapter.
Printing

and binding of the book are excellent.
TENNYSON, par FIRMIN ROZ.

Paris, Bloud & Cie.

:
1911.

230 pp:; 2.50: fr-

Mr. Firmin Roz has added a valuable monograph to the series of “grands
écrivains étrangers.”

Tennyson was the most popular, or, rather, the only pop-

ular poet of three that graced the reign of Queen victoria, for Browning was

mysterious, whilst Swinburne at times disgraced his poetis genius.
In the
present case the author has given us an interesting biography of Tennyson, an
interesting psychological and critical study.
Along with the analyses of some
of Tennyson’s poems, he has translated some remarkable pasages that almost
cause us to feel the inspiration and pathos of the original.
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LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF RELIGION, Vol. V.
Truth Society.
St. Louis, B. Herder.
1911.
60 cents.

London, Catholic

This fifth volume is a supplement to the four preceding ones on the subject,
and they have received a very favorable welcome from the Catholic press. Mer.

Le Roy is certainly competent in treating of “The Religion of Primitive Races,”’
for a long time he was a missionary in Africa.
Certain parts of his paper
recall to mind the greatly appreciated lecture he gave on the subject to the
students of Fribourg University. Mgr. Benson and Father Thurston are familiar
in the domain of Spiritualism and Christian Science, whilst M. de Grandmaison
furnishes a paper on Theosophy and the Jesuit Dahlmann conveys to us his

impression of the religions in Japan.
Father Martindale closes the volume
with a paper on “The Culls and Christianity.”’
We have one desire to express,
and it is this: Every Catholic college should have these books at least in the
reference library, if not as a text book for the study of religions.

THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY, by DAVID EUGENE SMITE.
Boston,
Gann: &- Co: .. 1911-339: pp St.
The mathematical curriculum has been severely attacked of late.
Professor
Smith’s work meets the attack upon geometry with no hesitation, justifying
for the subject a place in every scheme of education worthy of the name, showing the fallacy of the ephemeral attempt to make it merely utilitarian in a narrow sense, admitting frankly that the old geometry contained certain matter

that is not suited to present conditions, showing the various lines of application
that may safely be used, amd presenting the subject in an attractive light.
The
work considers in detail the rise of geometry, the changing ideals in the teaching of the subject, the development of the definitions and assumptions, and the
relation of geometry to algebra and trigonometry.
It takes up in detail the
most important propositions that are considered in the ordinary course, showing
their origin, the various methods of treating them, and their genuine applications, thus giving the teacher exactly the material needed to vitalize the work
in the high school.
Gueat care has been taken in the illustrations, particularly
with respect to the applications of geometry to design, to mensuration, and to
such simple cases in physics as are within easy reach of the student.

WHEN TODDLES WAS SEVEN, by MRS. HERMAN BOSCH.
New York,
Longmans, Green & Co.
1911.
231 pp., $1.00.
This little volume addresses itself to the “children” who “love to ask questions
and have them answered.”
Quite a number of leading subjects from the New
Testament are presented in familiar language, the “story” being generally led
up to by some event of child life which is first described.
Twenty-two subjects
are treated and the New Testament will surely not be a strange book to any
child that is “introduced” to the sacred narrative by the book before us.
A
very fine frontispiece, “He is Risen,” graces the opening page of the
book, and
the printing and binding are superior.
RIGHT OFF THE BAT, by WILLIAM F. KIRK.
1911.
73 pp., 50 cents.

New York, G. W. Dilling-

ham Co.

Mr. Kirk’s name appeared very ofter in the New York Evening Journal
and
the New York American in connection with the so-called baseball poetry.
The
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present volume is a collection of forty of them, ballads you may call them that
will fire the enthusiasm of fans in these cold, wintry days.
The book is
dedicated to John J. McGraw, “the Schoolmaster of Baseball.”
THE RISE OF THE GREEK EPIC, by GILBERT MURRAY.

Oxford, at the Clarendon Press.

1911.

368 pp., $2.50.

Second Edition.

“The Rise of the Greek Epic’ is a work that will be welcomed by all scholars
of Greek literature.
The appearance of the Iliad at the earliest dawn of Greek
literature, without any apparent predecessors, is a phenomenon as puzzling
as it is marvelous.
The intensity of imagination that animates this great Epic
throughout readily beguiles the reader into the firm conviction that such a
masterpiece cannot but be the unique work of one great master-mind; but then
there are sO many reasons gleaned from internal evidence that militate against
this conviction.
There are doubts, perplexities, and questionings stirred up in
reading the Iliad that will not easily be silenced by the arguments offered by
the Alexandrian critics.
The present painstaking and learned volume on the
Rise of the Greek Epic seems to give a satisfactory answer to most of these
groping questionings, so that we lay the book aside with the feeling that we
possess the greatest part of the truth regarding this much-debated ques‘ion
about Homer, if not the whole truth.
In any case, this present work sheds such
a flocd of light on the subject of the Iliad as no other work has done until now.
Every student of Greek Epic poetry ought to have at hand this present work, if
he would sound the depths of the Iliad which contains, as it were, “the spiritial
life blecd of a people.”
PANDORA’S BOX, by JOHN AMES MITCHELL.
Stckes Company.
1911.
390 pp., $1.30, net.

New York, Frederick A.

Pandora’s Box is an easy-reading novel that comes as a relief to the novel
reader of to-day, who is beginning to tire of authors’ endeavors to describe with
an air of mystery tales that defy their effects to unravel and their reade:s to
comprehend.

This new tale, by

John

Ames Mitchell,

runs along lightly,

in

spite of the mystery of the plot.
The love or romance that pervades the pict
lightens the story, and while the resolution is far from being apparent to the
reader, the interest is kept up in the story in a masterly way.
The motive or
purpose of the novel seems to be to better mankind by picturing two lover s, Lovejoy, an American, and Octavia, a lady of high degree—two kindred souls that
leave the world better because they have taught the harmony that should play
in the affections of mankind to-day.
The character portrayal is s‘xillful, and
while there are four illustrations among the pages, we believe that we could
have pictured the characteis, typical of their times,

without their assistance.

The emotional excitement is not overdrawn, but carefully worked out, keeping
the characters human and yet ideal. The backgrcund is romantic, and lends on
air of Eden-like security and innocence.
The style is masterly, yet tender;
simplicity reigns supreme throughout in direct contrast to the average novel

having a similar theme.
In a word, Pandora’s Box is a novel, written by one
vell versed and initiated into the art and work of a novelist.

